
ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 
 

5 September 2018 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 
You are hereby invited to attend a meeting of the Community and Wellbeing 
Committee of the Ards and North Down Borough Council which will be held in the 
Council Chamber, 2 Church Street, Newtownards on Wednesday 12 September 
2018 commencing at 7.00 pm. 
 
Tea, coffee and sandwiches will be available from 7.00 pm. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
Stephen Reid 
Chief Executive 
Ards and North Down Borough Council  

 
 

A G E N D A 
 

1. Apologies 
 

2. Declarations of Interest 
 

3. Deputations 
 

3.1 Caring Communities Safe and Well  
3.2 Kilcooley Women’s Centre 

 
4. Budgetary Control Report – July 2018 (Copy attached) 

 
5. Update on the Provision of an inclusive Beach (Report attached)  

 
6. Smoke Free Play Grounds and Outdoor Spaces (Report attached) 

 
7. Air Quality (Report attached) 

 
8. Update on Affordable Warmth Scheme Funding 2018-2019 (Report attached) 

 
9. Public Drinking Water Supply (Report attached) 

 
10. Consultation on the Food Law Code of Practice NI (Report attached) 

 
11. PCSP Minutes dated 25th June 2018 (Copy attached) 
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12. Peace IV Minutes dated 24th May 2018 (Copy attached) 
 

13. Good Relations Annual Report (Copy attached) 
 

14. Approval for the Arts Officer and Arts and Heritage Manager Attendance at 
Tyrone Guthrie Centre (Report attached) 

 
15. Rural Partners Basic Services Programme. Request for 5% match funding. 

Kilcooley Women’s Centre. (Report attached) 
 

16. Notices of Motion 
 
16.1 Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Irvine  
 

That this Council liaises with the Woodland Trust on a project to plant new trees 
within Castle Park Bangor to commemorate the centenary of the ending of the 
First World War. 
 

16.2 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Gilmour, Councillor Armstrong-Cotter 
and Councillor Cathcart 

 
This Council commends the wonderful work carried out by Midwives and calls 
upon the officers to bring back a report detailing how we can commemorate the 
centenary of the Midwives (Ireland) Act 1918, which turned Midwifery into a 
regulatory profession, possibly through a Commemorative Flower bed, and a 
historical display in North Down Museum  

 
16.3 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor Dunne  
 

That this Council considers the need for investment at the Seapark Tennis 
Courts in Holywood and tasks Officers to bring back a report to outline possible 
steps to improve these facilities and ensure they are in a useable standard. 

 
16.4 Notice of Motion submitted by Councillor McIlveen  
 

That this Council erects appropriate signage at Movilla cemetery, in 
consultation with the family of Blair Mayne, to indicate the location of the final 
resting place of Lieutenant-Colonel Blair Mayne.  
 

16.5 Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Smith and Councillor McClean 
 

The Council own the allotments situated at Bryansburn Road. These have been 
allowed to become a little more than a wilderness. There are approximately 20 
good sized allotments with only 5 being used with I understand a waiting list.  
 
This Notice of Motion is seeking a full report as to why the allotments have 
been allowed to become little more than a wasteland and importantly as well 
what is their future. 
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16.6 Notice of Motion submitted by Alderman Smith and Alderman Irvine 

 
The railings at the roundabout at the top of Main Street at the post office in 
Bangor, were once a colourful welcome of beautiful rail hanging baskets. Now it 
is simply a blank dreary and barren area. There is a considerable difference in 
the number of rail planters between Newtownards town centre approach, 
roughly over 90 rail planters to that of Bangor which is nil. Following many 
complaints regarding this situation, I would ask for a full report as to why this is 
happening and how the approach into Bangor can be restored to something 
which was once something to be proud of.  
 

*** IN CONFIDENCE *** 

17. Kilcooley Women’s Centre ICON Centre (Deferred from August Council 
Meeting) (Report attached) 
 

18. ITEM WITHDRAWN 
 

19. Concession Opportunity to Operate the Café at North Down Museum (Report 
attached) 

 
20. Concession Opportunity to Develop and Operate a Catering Facility at Ards 

Blair Mayne Wellbeing & Leisure Complex (Report attached) 
 

21. Single Tender Action Supply of Spinning Bikes for Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing 
and Leisure Complex (Report attached) 

 
22. Single Tender Action Purchase of Trampolines for Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing 

and Leisure Complex (Report attached) 
 

23. Wall of Fame – Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex (Report 
attached) 

 
24. PCSP Private Minutes dated 4th and 25th June 2018 (Copies attached) 

 
25. Request for a Licence to Undertake Works at the Old Bangor Outdoor Bathing 

Pool (Report attached) 
 

26. Any Other Notified Business 
 

1. Update on play strategy – From Councillor Adair  
2. Update on Portavogie 3G – From Councillor Adair  
3. Peninsula summer schemes – From Councillor Adair  
4. Unplayable condition of grass pitches in Kircubbin and Portavogie – From 

Councillor Adair  
5. Cairn Wood / Ballysallagh Forest Upper and adjoining Reservoir plans 
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Circulated for Information 
 

a) DfI – Ballysallagh Upper Reservoir (Copy letter attached) 
 
MEMBERSHIP OF COMMUNITY AND WELLBEING COMMITTEE (18 MEMBERS) 
 

Alderman Irvine Councillor Edmund 
Alderman Smith Councillor Kennedy 
Councillor Adair Councillor Martin 
Councillor Boyle (Vice-Chairman)  Councillor McAlpine 
Councillor Brooks  Councillor Menagh 
Councillor Chambers  Councillor Muir  
Councillor Cooper Councillor Smart 
Councillor Douglas  Councillor Thompson  
Councillor Dunne  Councillor Woods (Chairman)  
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ITEM 4  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community & Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Finance 

Date of Report 29 August 2018 

File Reference FIN45 

Legislation Section 5 Local Government Finance Act (NI) 2011 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☐             No     ☒        Not Applicable  ☒ 

Subject Community & Wellbeing Budgetary Control Report – 
July 2018   

Attachments None 
 
 
This Community & Wellbeing Budgetary Control Report covers the 4-month period   
1 April 2018 to 31 July 2018 and is set out on page 3. The net cost of services is 
showing an under spend of £91,646 (3.1%). 
 
Explanation of Variance 
 
A Budgetary Control Report by Income and Expenditure for the Directorate is, also, 
shown on page 3 which analyses the overall favourable variance (£91,646) by 
expenditure (£308,260 favourable) and income (£216,614 adverse). However, if the 
net nil distorting effect on income and expenditure of Peace IV grants is removed 
then the variance for expenditure is £114,860 favourable and income £23,214 
adverse. 
 

Community & Wellbeing 
 
Expenditure - £308.3k (6.8%) better than budget to date. This favourable variance 
is mainly made up of the following: - 
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1. Environmental Health - £10.0k favourable.  This is mainly explained by a small 
underspend on payroll (£8.2k). 

2. Community & Culture - £207.8k favourable (£14.4k favourable after allowing 
for the net nil distorting effect on income and expenditure of Peace IV grants). 

a. Payroll £17.2k favourable mainly due to an underspend in Community 
Development (£17.8k). The vacant Manager and Coordinator posts 
will be filled in September. 

b. Peace 4 grant payments are £193.4k under budget to date due to a 
delay in the project starting (SEUPB delayed approvals) but this is 
offset by a similar adverse variance on income – see 4a below.  

3. Leisure & Amenities - £90.1k favourable.  
a. Payroll £19.6k favourable which is mainly due to small underspends in 

Community Halls/Centres (£8.3k) and Leisure Admin (£12.4k – 1 
vacant post).  

b. Ards LC (£28.0k), Comber LC (£6.8k), Portaferry SC (£4.1k) and 
Londonderry Park (£8.3k) running costs (excluding payroll) are £47.2k 
under budget to date. This more than offsets the adverse income 
variance (see 5a below). 

c. Ards Half Marathon is underspent by £8.0k as the event was not held 
this year. 

d. There are a number of small favourable variances to date for other 
Leisure services such as Sports Pavilions £3.5k, Sports & Football 
Development £5.1k and Sports Development grants £3.2k.  
 

Income - £216.6k (13.8%) worse than budget to date. This adverse variance is 
mainly made up of the following: - 

4. Community and Culture - £188.6k adverse (£4.8k favourable after allowing for 
the net nil distorting effect on income and expenditure of Peace IV grants). 

a. Peace 4 grant income is £193.4k adverse but this is offset by a similar 
favourable variance on project spend – see 2b above. 

5. Leisure & Amenities - £41.1k adverse.  
a. Income at Ards LC (£24.9k adverse), Comber LC (£1.4k adverse), 

Portaferry Sports Centre (£2.2k favourable) and Londonderry Park 
(£1.6k adverse) is £25.7k behind budget to date but this is more than 
offset by reduced running costs (see 3b above).  

b. Football Development income is £8k behind target to date. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Committee notes this report. 

Note Year to Date 

Actual

Year to Date 

Budget

Variance Annual 

Budget

Variance

£ £ £ £ %

Community & Wellbeing

100 Community & Wellbeing HQ 49,517 49,700 (183) 160,500 0.4 

110 Environmental Health 470,219 493,300 (23,081) 1,723,700 4.7 

120 Community and Culture 560,293 579,700 (19,407) 1,937,800 3.3 

130 Leisure and Amenities 1,778,125 1,827,100 (48,975) 5,677,400 2.7 

Totals 2,858,154 2,949,800 (91,646) 9,499,400 3.1 

BUDGETARY CONTROL REPORT

By Directorate and Service

Period 4 - July 2018

Note Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance

£ £ £

Community & Wellbeing

100 Community & Wellbeing HQ 49,517 49,700 (183) -  -  -  

110 Environmental Health 657,356 667,400 (10,044) (187,137) (174,100) (13,037)

120 Community and Culture 903,640 1,111,600 (207,960) (343,347) (531,900) 188,553 

130 Leisure and Amenities 2,596,227 2,686,300 (90,073) (818,102) (859,200) 41,098 

Totals 4,206,740 4,515,000 (308,260) (1,348,586) (1,565,200) 216,614 

BUDGETARY CONTROL REPORT

By Income and Expenditure

Period 4 - July 2018

Expenditure Income
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ITEM 5  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Environmental Health Protection and 
Development. 

Date of Report 29 August 2018 

File Reference CW83 

Legislation N/A 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
      

Subject Update on the Provision of an inclusive Beach 

Attachments None 
 
1. Background 

 
Members will recall that in October 2017, a notice of motion was agreed that 
required officers to bring back a report on the possibility of creating an inclusive 
beach, like that at Benone Strand in partnership with the Mae Murray foundation, 
at a suitable location within our Borough, where people of all abilities can share 
and enjoy seaside activities.   

An interim report identified Groomsport as a suitable location and Council granted 
approval to officers to continue to work in association with the Mae Murray 
Foundation on plans, estimated costs and resources required to develop and 
designate Groomsport Beach as an inclusive facility and to bring back a further 
report on the prospects of development.  The following is the outworking of that 
task. 
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2. Infrastructure Costs 

 
The main infrastructure costs relate to converting the existing toilet block to 
create a “Changing Places” toilet and shower and to create a store/maintenance 
area at the rear of the toilet for the storage and maintenance of beach 
accessibility equipment. 

a) Toilet Block 
 

• Creation of a ‘changing places’ facility by extending the current accessible 
toilet to incorporate a height adjustable changing table and shower.  

• Providing a hoist for use in the new changing facility.  
• Providing additional changing facilities and accessible toilets in the existing 

male and female toilets by altering two cubicles into one larger cubicle with a 
toilet, wash hand basin and changing bench in each of the male and female 
toilet areas.  

• Removal of the entrance step into the male and female toilets and levelling of 
the external ground to provide a safe access and egress. 

• Creation of a store/maintenance area at the rear of the toilet including hard 
standing water supply and drainage, for the storage and maintenance of 
beach accessibility equipment. 
 

b) Beach Ramp: some work will have to be carried out at the path leading down 
to the beach to create a shallow ramp to allow accessibility wheelchairs to 
access the sand. 
 

c) Car parking: Some wheelchair only car parking spaces will need to be created 
close to the toilet block.  Additional disability spaces will be provided to 
supplement wheelchair only parking.  

The expected costs of these alterations and provisions is expected to be in the 
region of £40,000 
 

3. Equipment Costs 

 

It is proposed that the Mae Murray foundation will provide equipment to operate 
the accessible beach to the value of £20-30,000 depending on the service 
provided.  This will comprise around six pieces of equipment including beach 
chairs, beach walkers and floating chairs to cater for differing sizes and abilities.  
The foundation may also provide Mobi Matting for the beach as well.  However, 
the configuration of the access may make this unnecessary.  
 

4. Operating costs 

 

The biggest cost in relation to this project is likely to be the ongoing operating 
costs.  Which will include staff, on-going maintenance of facilities and equipment, 
replacement of equipment, insurance and booking systems.  The extent of these 
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costs will be determined by the nature of the service provided and the times and 
hours of operation. 
 

5. Times and Hours of operation  

 
Option1 

As per the original notice of motion the “like Benone strand” option. 

The water quality at this location is sampled by DAERA throughout the bathing 
season, 1st June until 15th September every year. It is crucial the water quality is 
monitored at an inclusive site, as in instances of poor water quality, advice 
against bathing can be issued to protect public health. 

Staff   
 
There are staff currently near the proposed accessible beach at cockle row and 
the harbour.  However, the skill set required to deploy specialised equipment 
instruct in its use and to supervise users in the water is not within the remit of 
existing staff.  Also demand for the accessible beach is likely to be at the same 
times when the facilities at cockle row and the harbour will be at their busiest.   
 
It is therefore proposed that life guards will be employed to assist users and 
control the operation of the accessible beach.  RNLI beach lifeguard guidance 
indicates that a minimum of 2 lifeguards should be on duty at any one time.  
Duties would include: - 
 
• Carrying out safety checks, a hand over, and cleaning the equipment, before 

and after every use. 
• Deploying and retrieved matting (if required) during booking times and at any 

other time determined by the tide. 
• Supervising the safe use of equipment and providing support in relation to 

water safety for all beach users. 
 
Equipment maintenance/replacement: -  

Due to the corrosive nature of sea water it is envisaged that equipment will 
require cleaning, lubrication and the replacement of parts at regular intervals.  

Booking  

It is proposed that the booking arrangements are handled by the Mae Murray 
foundation. 

Insurance  

It is proposed that insurance costs will be included within the existing council self-
insurance arrangements.  However, it is likely that the provisions of this service 
will raise the councils risk profile. 
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The sessions for the operation of the inclusive beach would require 5 Hrs staff 
time per 4Hr session to allow time for set up and for checking and storing 
equipment.  The proposed timetable for operation is as follows: - 

Month Day No Of 
Sessions 

Hours Per 
Day 
Service 

Staff 
Hours 
required 
Per 
Session 

Cost x2 
lifeguards 

June Sat, Sun 10 4hrs  5hr staff £1320 
July Mon, 

Tues, 
Wed, 
Thurs, Fri, 
Sat, Sun 

31 4hrs  5hr staff £4092 

August Mon, 
Tues, 
Wed, 
Thurs, Fri, 
Sat, Sun 

31 4hrs  5hr staff £4092 

September Sat, Sun
  

5 4hrs  5hr staff £660 

   Total  £10164.00 
  

These proposed times are for costing purposes only and will be confirmed after 
further consultation with the communities of interest.  Also, it may be possible to 
pursue beach access at other times of the year without bathing.  

Potential Cost of Project 

Equipment provided by Mae Murray
  

20-30K/£0 

Infrastructure changes (capital cost) £40,000 
Lifeguard Hut/accommodation. £5,000 
Equipment Maintenance £3,000 
Equipment Replacement £5000 
Lifeguard Equipment £1500 
Staffing Costs based on 5hrs per 
session ½ hr set up and ½ hr Sign off.  
X 2 including pension and national ins 
on the timetable above. 

£10164.00 

Set Up and First Year Costs £64,664.00 
 

Recurring costs £20,000 per season + inflationary increases. 

The funding above would provide a theoretical maximum of 518 sessions per 
season dividing this by the recurring cost means a minimum subsidy of £38.61 
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per session on revenue budgets if sessions were fully booked.  The target for the 
first season would be 100 sessions at a subsidy of £200 per session on revenue 
budgets. 

Option 2 

This would be a more limited option tied to weekends during the bathing season 
and enhanced service during the July holiday period. 

 The proposed timetable for operation is as follows: - 

Month Day No Of 
Sessions 

Hours Per 
Day 
Service 

Staff 
Hours 
required 
Per 
Session 

Cost x2 
lifeguards 

June Sat, Sun 
(10 days) 

 4hrs  5hr £1320 

July Sat, Sun + 
2 weeks 
July =18 
days 

 4hrs  5hr £2376 

August Sat, Sun 9 
Days 

 4hrs  5hr £1188 

September Sat, Sun 5 
Days  

 4hrs 5hr £660 

   Total  £5544.00 
 

Costs for equipment maintenance and replacements would roughly be the same 
as option 1 therefore 

Recurring costs £15,000 per season + inflationary increases. 

The funding above would provide a theoretical maximum of 294 sessions per 
season dividing this by the recurring cost means a minimum subsidy of £51.00 
per session on revenue budgets.  However, the target for the first season would 
be 90 sessions at a subsidy of £166 per session on revenue budgets. 

Option 3 

Would be the same as above but without equipment to access the water.  This 
this option staffing costs would be reduced by half as lifeguards would not be 
required; equipment maintenance would be reduced by half; equipment 
replacement would be halved, and lifeguard equipment and shelter would not be 
required. 

Recurring costs would be approximately £7,500 + inflationary increases. The 
funding above would provide a theoretical maximum of 294 sessions per season 
dividing this by the recurring cost means a minimum subsidy of £25.51 per 
session on revenue budgets.  However, the target for the first season would be 
90 sessions at a subsidy of £83.33 per session on revenue budgets. 
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6. Options cost summary tables 

 

 CAPITAL REVENUE 

 Option1 Option2 Option3 Option1 Option2 Option3 

Infrastructure& 
Equipment 

£40000 £40000 £40000 £8000 £8000 £5000 

Life Guards 
Accom. And 
Equipment 

£5000 £5000 £0 £1500 £1500 £0 

Equipment 
Provided By 
Mae Murray 

£0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 

Staffing  £0 £0 £0 £10164 £5544 £2500 
Totals £45000 £45000 £40000 £19664 £15044 £7500 

 

Totals Year1 Year2 

Option1 £64,664 £19,664 

Option2 £50,544 £15,044 

Option3 £47,000 £7,500 

 

7. Further work. 

 
It is intended that during October/November 2018 that further consultation will 
take place with the communities of interest about the accessible beach and with 
the community of Groomsport.  It is hoped that the communities of interest will 
give us feedback on the proposed accessibility times and whether this is 
sufficient/too much /too little.  It is hoped that we may get community support and 
buy in which might assist in making the beach accessible outside the bathing 
season when bathing services would not be available. 
 
In addition, we will consult with the RNLI and the Coastguard in relation to liaison 
arrangements in event of an emergency. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

It is recommended that the Council note the above works and associated costs 
relating to the development of an accessible beach, with a view to producing an 
options appraisal with a recommended course of action to coincide with the 
estimates process. 
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ITEM 6  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Environmental Health Protection and 
Development. 

Date of Report 28 August 2018 

File Reference CW86 

Legislation Recreation and Youth services Order (1986) 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
      

Subject Smoke Free Playgrounds and Outdoor Spaces 

Attachments None 
 
 
The case for Smoke Free Playgrounds and Outdoor Spaces 
 
Smoking is the primary cause of preventable disease, disability and death in 
Northern Ireland.  16,700 people are admitted to hospital with 2,300 people dying 
annually from smoking related illness   7,000 children in Northern Ireland start 
smoking every year - that is 19 children each day who take up an addiction that will 
kill 2 in 3. 
 
The amount of outside space children can access for play is reducing due to 
increasing traffic, green space development, and rules and regulations barring young 
people from playing in public spaces.   
 
Playgrounds are specially designed for children, for their benefit, with the intention of 
getting children exercising, socialising and having fun.  Children and young people 
have the right to play and meet their friends in a clean environment.  
 
Making playgrounds smoke free decreases the opportunity for children to see adults 
smoking around them.  Children are influenced by what they see, and young people 
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are most at risk of becoming smokers themselves if they perceive smoking to be the 
norm.  The most effective way to prevent young people from becoming smokers is to 
encourage adult smokers to quit and to reduce as far as possible young people’s 
exposure to smoking behaviours.   
 
The Royal College of Physicians (2010) report on Passive Smoking and Children, 
recognises that all adults have a duty to prevent exposure of children to smoking 
behaviour and states that ‘a policy of prohibiting smoking in publicly visible places, 
particularly those frequented by children, and within the vicinity of schools, nurseries 
and other areas where children gather in the open air, could have important public 
health benefits.”    
 
The Public Health Agency and the Education Authority are currently implementing 
Smoke Free School Gates across the Northern Trust area.  This was implemented in 
over 100 primary schools in the South-Eastern region in 2015.  Mid and East Antrim 
Borough Council launched their Smoke Free Play Parks campaign in February 2018, 
for all 69 playgrounds in their area, currently the only NI Council to do so, although 
some, such as Newry, Mourne and Down District Council, have single sites. 
 
Implementing Smoke Free Playgrounds will offer the following benefits: 

• Providing clear leadership and demonstrating that ANDBC is interested in 
improving the health and wellbeing of the community 

• Improved health and wellbeing for the local community by addressing the 
biggest cause of health inequalities in Northern Ireland 

• Addressing social exposure to tobacco is important for eliminating the 
visual and sensory cues.  Supporting former smokers to remain smoke 
free and encouraging others to quit smoking. 

• De-normalising smoking behaviour, especially around young children  
• Reducing cigarette litter – butts, empty packs and wrappers in the 

playground 
• Reducing the number of repairs on safety surfaces due to stubbing out of 

lit cigarettes 
• Reducing the risk of fire. 

 
Having Smoke free playgrounds increases access to safe community facilities to 
those who are unwilling to be exposed or have their children exposed to second-
hand smoke.  This approach provides direct and indirect support for encouraging 
healthy life-styles in the wider community.  Clear signage and a Smoke-free code 
can help people to challenge smoking behaviours in playgrounds. 
 
Similar benefits can be obtained by designating synthetic pitches as smoke free as 
well.  Currently spectators smoke around the edges of these, in plain sight of 
children and young people thereby “normalising” smoking, contrary to the standards 
which the PHA support.  Further, dropping lit cigarettes on the surface of these 
pitches can cause damage, as well as creating a litter problem. 
 
The designation of “smoke free sites”, as has been implemented by the Health 
Trusts in Northern Ireland, protects and improves the health of employees and 
visitors (particularly young people and children), provides a healthy environment and 
sends a clear message that health and wellbeing is the priority. 
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Currently smoking in outdoor spaces is not covered by The Smoking (Northern 
Ireland) Order 2006, therefore any restrictions on smoking in playgrounds, pitches, 
beaches or other outdoor spaces will be voluntary.  This can be managed by staff 
approaching smokers in the same non-confrontational manner that is used to 
enforce the statutory provisions. 
 
Proposal 
 
Parks, Cemeteries and Amenities, Leisure and Environmental Health have met and 
agreed to recommend the following: 
 
 

1. All children’s playgrounds in Ards and North Down to be made smoke-free* 
from December 2018.   
 
This will allow sufficient time for community engagement as well as press 
releases, social media campaigns to advise of the changes to policy, 
provision of suitable signage, etc in order to maximise voluntary compliance. 
 
Implementing Smoke-Free Playgrounds in Ards and North Down could 
coincide with the opening of the Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure 
Complex in December, which has a state of the art integrated playground as a 
key component of the outdoor space. Launching the opening of this facility as 
a Smoke free play area from the outset would send a clear message that the 
Council is committed to protecting our children’s health and promoting a clear, 
safe environment in which to play.    
 

2. All play/sport areas with synthetic coverings are similarly designated as 
smoke-free*.   
 
Not only does this continue to protect health, as discussed in relation to 
playgrounds, but will greatly reduce the damage to the surfaces from cigarette 
burns as well as reduce the levels of litter currently experienced in these 
areas. 
 

3. Designate the entire outdoor site of the new Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and 
Leisure Complex as smoke-free* from the time of opening.  
 
This would be the first entirely smoke free site for a Northern Ireland council 
but would be in line with what the Public Health Agency (PHA) aspires to and 
follows in the footsteps of the Health and Social Care Trusts who have made 
hospital sites smoke-free, prohibiting the use of both tobacco and e-cigarettes 
anywhere in the grounds.  This would promote the new complex as a flagship 
for health and wellbeing, and would also ensure that the sensory garden, 
skateboarding parks, outdoor café areas and remainder of the site area share 
the same benefits as the playground. 
 
It is recognised that there may be some issues arising from staff, should this 
proposal be accepted.  A communication plan will be prepared to address 
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concerns and it would be proposed to offer Smoking cessation services to 
relevant staff in preparation for this move, should they wish to avail of them.  
This would be similar to the preparation for the Council smoking policy which 
prohibits the use of e-cigs and similar within council buildings (which is also a 
voluntary standard, not a statutory requirement) 
 
Questions may also arise as to the enforcement of the site as Smoke free, 
particularly as this is not a statutory requirement, but lessons have been learnt 
from the experiences of the hospitals and a pro-active, non-confrontational 
approach will be utilised alongside a high profile media campaign to raise 
awareness of the benefits of smoke free to encourage compliance.  Any 
confrontation that may arise would be responded to and managed in the same 
way as staff would normally deal with such situations. Sessions will be held 
with a wide range of staff to identify and address any concerns. 

 
 
Should the Council agree to the above proposals, consultation will commence with 
Leisure staff to see what support and training they require regarding smoking 
cessation, handling conflict, etc.  It would also be proposed to offer smoking 
cessation services to current Leisure Centre Members who may use this as an 
opportunity to quit smoking in advance of the move. 
 
The Head of Regulatory Services has also confirmed his support for these proposals 
and will provide an increased presence of Enforcement Officers at the Ards Blair 
Mayne Wellbeing and Leisure Complex over the winter months to monitor 
compliance and advise smokers of the policy.  An increased frequency of visits to 
playgrounds and pitches will also take place by the Enforcement Team to manage 
smoking in these sites in addition to their routine litter/graffiti etc work.  This will 
support the Tobacco Control Officer in detecting non-compliance and signposting to 
smoking cessation services. 
 
It is hoped that by starting with these measures that the Council in due course can 
review their success and move towards implementing a smoke-free policy across all 
sites and outdoor spaces, in line with the ongoing worldwide movement to reduce 
tobacco‐caused illness through reduced smoking and reduced exposure to second-
hand smoke.  
 
 
* Smoke-free would prohibit the smoking of tobacco and the use of e-cigarettes as is 
currently the case within the councils existing smoking policy. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
 
It is recommended that the Council designate the Ards Blair Mayne Wellbeing and 
Leisure Complex as a smoke-free site, becoming the first NI Council to do so, and 
uses the opening to implement a Smoke-free Playgrounds policy and Smoke free 
synthetic pitches policy throughout the Borough, in order to protect all citizens, (and 
young people and children in particular), from second-hand smoke, cigarette litter, 
and social exposure to smoking.   
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ITEM 7  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Environmental Health Protection and 
Development. 

Date of Report 29 August 2018 

File Reference CW7 

Legislation Environment Order (NI) 2002 /Air Quality Regulations 
(Northern Ireland) 2003/ Air Quality Standards 
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2010 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☐         No     ☐        Other  ☒ 

If other, please add comment below:  
Not Applicable 

Subject Air Quality 

Attachments ANDBC Update and Screening 2018 
 
Attached is the 2018 Updating and Screening Assessment for air quality in  
Ards and North Down Borough Council area.  The Council has a statutory 
responsibility to monitor air quality and report its findings annually to DAERA. 
 
No monitoring sites at relevant exposure locations (adjacent to dwellings, schools, 
hospitals, offices, shops) within the Council Area have been shown to exceed air 
quality objectives set out in statute for Northern Ireland. Overall, air quality within the 
borough is good. 
 
Monitoring for Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) continues to require the greatest focus due to 
vehicle emissions at major commuter routes and changing traffic patterns brought 
about through redevelopment. Although levels are acceptable at monitoring 
locations, there was a noted increase in NO2 measured at the A2 in Holywood during 
the last year. It is thought that this may have been as a result of greater vehicle 
movements on this route as commuters changed their journey to avoid the extensive 
roadworks in Belfast, in preparation for the ‘Glider’ buses. We will continue to 
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observe patterns in traffic and NO2 levels during 2018/19 to determine if this is a 
continuing trend or a one-off event resulting from the roadworks. 
 
 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Council approves the Updating and Screening 
Assessment for air quality in Ards and North Down Borough Council for 2018 for 
submission to DAERA 
 



 

 

 
2018 Updating and Screening Assessment for  

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council 

 
In fulfillment of Environment (Northern Ireland) 
Order 2002 
Local Air Quality Management 

 
June 2018 
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Executive Summary 

The Air Quality Strategy has established the framework for air quality management in 

the UK. Local Authorities have a duty under the Environment Act 1995 and 

subsequent regulations to review and assess air quality in their areas on a periodic 

basis to identify all areas where the air quality objectives are being or are likely to be 

exceeded. A phased approach has been adopted for the review and assessment 

process so that the level of assessment undertaken is commensurate with the risk of 

an exceedance of an air quality objective. 

An updating and screening assessment (USA) is required to be prepared every three 

years by all local authorities in the UK. The last updating and screening assessment 

of air quality was undertaken in 2015 with two progress reports carried out in 2016 

and 2017. 

This report is the 2018 (USA) for Ards and North Down Borough Council (ANDBC) 

and has been completed using the recommended template. The assessment is fully 

compliant with the applicable policy and technical guidance. This Report identified no 

exceedances of the Air Quality Strategy objectives for 2017 for any of the pollutants 

assessed with relevant exposure. 

Monitoring will continue in 2018 on the main arterial route into Belfast City and hot 

spots around the Borough where traffic congestion is common at rush hour. A large 

housing development in the Movilla area of Newtownards completed phase one in 

2017. This and other planned housing developments have been examined by the 

Environmental Department and were found to have no significant impact on air 

quality. Ards & North Down Borough Council are actively working towards improving 

Air Quality within the Borough, the Local Development Plan progressed in 2017 and 

Air Quality will be a consideration within it. In 2017 Council approved plans to extend 

the Comber Green Way to Newtownards with a possible future extension to 

Donaghadee, this is a popular cycle and pedestrian route that connects with the 

Belfast cycle route and will also give easy access to the new Rapid Transport System 

commencing in 2018 from Dundonald through Belfast City Centre. 

https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/articles/belfast-rapid-transit-glider-

introduction 

https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/articles/belfast-rapid-transit-glider-introduction
https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/articles/belfast-rapid-transit-glider-introduction
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Description of Local Authority Area 

Ards and North Down Borough Council (ANDBC) has a population of 156,672. The 

Borough is of mixed urban and rural character situated east of Belfast City and the two 

largest towns Bangor and Newtownards are popular residential areas due to the ease of 

commute to Belfast City. It is an area of outstanding natural beauty and special scientific 

interest bounded by over 100 miles of coastline and the prevailing wind direction is south-

westerly. 

Air Quality in ANDBC is generally good as there is good ventilation from sea breezes. 

There are few industrial processes in the area that are significantly detrimental to air 

quality and heavy fuel oil is not widely used for heat generation, solid fuel is still very 

popular as a secondary fuel. However, there are a number of very busy trunk roads in the 

area and four main arterial routes into Belfast with a combined traffic flow of 

approximately 66500, the busiest being the A2 commuter route from Bangor to Belfast 

with average daily traffic flows of 44,000 vehicle movements per day at Holywood 

The A2 has now been identified as the main area of concern with relation to Air Quality, 

for Nitrogen Dioxide and PM10. Several monitoring sites are located at relevant exposure 

along this main arterial route to Belfast and at several congested points throughout 

Newtownards, Holywood and Comber town centers. All present monitoring within the 

Borough indicates that the objectives in the air quality strategy are not currently being 

exceeded.  
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Figure 1.1 Map of the position of Ards and North Down Borough Council within 
Northern Ireland 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Ards and North Down Borough Council area 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main towns within the Borough 
 
Bangor and Newtownards 
having the highest population 
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Figure 1.3 Map showing the 3 main arterial routes to Belfast City Centre 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Purpose of Report 

This report fulfils the requirements of the Local Air Quality Management process as set 

out in the Environment (Northern Ireland) Order 2002, the Air Quality Strategy for 

England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland 2007 and the relevant Policy and 

Technical Guidance documents. The LAQM process places an obligation on all local 

authorities to regularly review and assess air quality in their areas, and to determine 

whether or not the air quality objectives are likely to be achieved.  Where exceedances 

are considered likely, the local authority must then declare an Air Quality Management 

Area (AQMA) and prepare an Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) setting out the measures it 

intends to put in place in pursuit of the objectives. 

 

The objective of this Updating and Screening Assessment is to identify any matters that 

have changed which may lead to risk of an air quality objective being exceeded.  A 

checklist approach and screening tools are used to identify significant new sources or 

changes and whether there is a need for a Detailed Assessment.  The USA report should 

Belfast 
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provide an update of any outstanding information requested previously in Review and 

Assessment reports. 
 

1.3 Air Quality Objectives 

The air quality objectives applicable to LAQM in Northern Ireland are set out in the Air 

Quality Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2003, Statutory Rules of Northern Ireland 2003, 

no. 342, and are shown in Table 1.1. This table shows the objectives in units of 

micrograms per cubic metre g/m3 (milligrams per cubic metre, mg/m3 for carbon 

monoxide) with the number of exceedances in each year that are permitted (where 

applicable).  
 

Table 1.1 Air Quality Objectives included in Regulations for the purpose of LAQM 
in Northern Ireland 

Pollutant 

Air Quality Objective Date to be 

achieved by Concentration Measured as 

Benzene 
16.25 µg/m3 Running annual 

mean 31.12.2003 

3.25 µg/m3 Running annual 
mean 31.12.2010 

1,3-Butadiene 2.25 µg/m3 Running annual 
mean 31.12.2003 

Carbon monoxide 10.0 mg/m3 Running 8-hour 
mean 31.12.2003 

Lead 
0.5 µg/m3 Annual mean 31.12.2004 
0.25 µg/m3 Annual mean 31.12.2008 

Nitrogen dioxide 

200 µg/m3 not to be 
exceeded more than 
18 times a year 

1-hour mean 31.12.2005 

40 µg/m3 Annual mean 31.12.2005 

Particles (PM10) 
(gravimetric) 

50 µg/m3, not to be 
exceeded more than 
35 times a year 

24-hour mean 31.12.2004 

40 µg/m3 Annual mean 31.12.2004 

Sulphur dioxide 

350 µg/m3, not to be 
exceeded more than 
24 times a year 

1-hour mean 31.12.2004 

125 µg/m3, not to be 
exceeded more than 
3 times a year 

24-hour mean 31.12.2004 

266 µg/m3, not to be 
exceeded more than 
35 times a year 

15-minute mean 31.12.2005 
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1.4 Summary of Previous Review and Assessments 

 
Local authorities in Northern Ireland amalgamated on 1st April 2015 creating 11 new 

councils. ANDBC is one of the new Councils. 

In December 2015 ANDBC submitted an USA, reference was made in this report of the 

new boundaries and previous relevant reports. A further progress report was submitted in 

2016 and 2017. 
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2 New Monitoring Data 

2.1 Summary of Monitoring Undertaken 

2.1.1 Automatic Monitoring Sites  

 
ANDBC has one automatic monitoring site on the A2 Holywood, monitoring NO2 and 

PM10. Manual calibrations are carried out every two weeks by the Local Air Quality 

officer. Air Quality Data Management (AQDM) are employed to ratify and validate the 

data. A specialist engineer is employed to service and maintain the site as required. 

Results and correction factors are detailed in Appendix A. 

A co-location study for the NO2 diffusion tubes is also carried out at this site. Results from 

this study were submitted to the national data base for 2017. 

Results and correction factors are detailed in Appendix A. 
 
 

Figure 2.1 Position of the air monitoring site within ANDBC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Automatic monitoring Station 
A2 Holywood 
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Figure 2.2 Position of Automatic Monitoring Site on the A2 Holywood 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.3 Picture of Automatic Monitoring Station A2 Holywood 

 

Automatic Site A2 Holywood 
beside Marine Parade 
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Table 2.1 Details of Automatic Monitoring Sites 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Site Name Site Type 
Irish Grid 
Ref 

Irish Grid 
Ref 

Pollutants 
Monitored 

In 
AQMA? Monitoring Technique 

Relevant 
Exposure? 
(Y/N with  
distance 
(m) to 
relevant 
exposure) 

Distance 
to kerb of 
nearest 
road 
(N/A if not 
applicable) 

Does this 
location 
represent 
worst-case 
exposure? 

Marine 
Parade 
Holywood 
A2 

Roadside X339481 Y379328 
PM10,  
 
NO2 

NO 
TEOM  
 
Chemiluminescence 

YES 30m 4.6M YES 
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2.1.2 Non-Automatic Monitoring Sites 

 
ANDBC has 15 NO2 diffusion tube sites at roadside and background sites. Five are 

positioned along the A2 main arterial route into Belfast on facades of the closest 

dwellings to the roadside, the remainder of the tubes are at relevant exposure at 

various hotspots where there is traffic congestion at rush hour in Newtownards, 

Comber and Holywood. A co-location study is carried out at the automatic site in 

Holywood, the results of the co-located study were submitted into the national data 

base for 2017. The diffusion tube studies for the past five years do not show any 

particular trends, and all are showing results within the objective. The two diffusion 

tubes on the A2 Flats Holywood are close to the objective although the Automatic 

site within 200M to these is showing a much lower result, this may be due to the 

close proximity to the road and traffic lights.   

 

The NO2 diffusion tubes were supplied and analysed by Gradko Environmental. 

 

The bias adjustment factor from the co-location study is 0.63. This was calculated 

using the R&A support precision and accuracy spread sheet. A decision was made to 

apply the national figure of 0.89 as 34 studies were included and therefore a more 

accurate figure, although somewhere between these two figures is probably more 

realistic as ANDBC is mainly coastal and breezy. 

Details of the QA/QC for the diffusion tubes and the reason for the use of the bias 

adjustment factor can be found in Appendix A  

 

Below are maps of the diffusion tube sites.  
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Figure 2.4 Map(s) of Non-Automatic Monitoring Sites  
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1 19 Islandmore Avenue Newtownards 
2. 19 Bangor Road Newtownards 
3. 103 Church Street Newtownards 
4. 67 South Street Newtownards 
5. 82 Francis Street Newtownards 
6. 11 High Street Comber 
7. Seahill Background site 
8. A2 Ballyrobert 9. Antrim Road Lisburn 
9. A2 Seahill 
10. A2 Cultra 
11. 1 Craigantlet Road 
12. Craigantlet Cottages 
13. High Street Holywood 
14. A2 Flats Holywood(1) 
15. A2 Flats Holywood(2) 
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Figure 2.5  Position of Diffusion tube sites 1-5 Newtownards  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Diffusion tube 6 in Comber 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Position of diffusion tube in Comber Village Centre 
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Figure2.7  Position of Diffusion tube 6 in Comber Village 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Position of diffusion tube High Street Comber 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8  Position of Diffusion tube sites 7-9 on the A2   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seahill Background site 

Ballyrobert Bangor Rd. Seahill 
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Figure 2.9  Position of Diffusion tube site 10 on A2   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10  Position of Diffusion tube sites 11,12 in Craigantlet 
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Figure 2.11  Position of Diffusion tube sites 13-15 on A2 (flats) and town centre 
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A2 flats (1) 

High St. Holywood 
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Table 2.2 Details of Non-Automatic Monitoring Sites 

 

Site 
ID 

Site Name Site Type 
X OS Grid 
Reference 

Y OS Grid 
Reference 

Site 
Height 

(m) 

Pollutants 
Monitored 

In 
AQMA? 

Is 
Monitoring 
Co-located 

with a 
Continuous 

Analyser 
(Y/N) 

Relevant 
Exposure? 

(Y/N with 
distance 
(m) from 

monitoring 
site to 

relevant 
exposure) 

Distance 
to Kerb of 
Nearest 

Road (m) 
(N/A if not 
applicable) 

Does this 
Location 

Represent 
Worst-
Case 

Exposure? 

1 19 
Islandmore 
Av 
Newtownards 

Background 349847 375132 2.5 NO2 No No N/A >50m from 
busy road 

N 

2 19  
Bangor Rd 
Newtownards 

Roadside 349687 374267 2.5 NO2 No No Y (1.5m) 1.5m Y 

3 103 
Church St 
Newtownards 

Roadside 348994 374364 2 NO2 No No Y (2.5m) 1.5m Y 

4 67 
South St. 
Newtownards  

Roadside  348238 373590 2.5 NO2 No No Y (0.5m) 1.5m Y 

5 82 
Frances St. 
Newtownards 

Roadside  349324 369201 2 NO2 No No Y (0.5) 1.5m Y 

6 11 
High St 
Comber 

Roadside  345827 369201 2.5 NO2 No No Y (0.5) 1.5m Y 
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Site 
ID 

Site Name Site Type 
X OS Grid 
Reference 

Y OS Grid 
Reference 

Site 
Height 

(m) 

Pollutants 
Monitored 

In 
AQMA? 

Is 
Monitoring 
Co-located 

with a 
Continuous 

Analyser 
(Y/N) 

Relevant 
Exposure? 

(Y/N with 
distance 
(m) from 

monitoring 
site to 

relevant 
exposure) 

Distance 
to Kerb of 
Nearest 

Road (m) 
(N/A if not 
applicable) 

Does this 
Location 

Represent 
Worst-
Case 

Exposure? 

7 Seahill 
Background 
site 

Background 
344128 

 
381294 

2 NO2 No No 
N\A 250m 

N 

8 A2 
Ballyrobert  Roadside 345002 380823 2 NO2 No No Y (<1m) 3m Y 

9 A2  
Seahill  Roadside 343545 381102 2 NO2 No No Y (<1m) 10m Y 

10 A2  
Cultra  Roadside 342475 380672 2 NO2 No No Y (<1m) 6.3m Y 

11 
1  
Craigantlet 
Road 

Roadside 
343929 376920 

2 NO2 No No 
Y (<1m) 1.5m 

Y 

12 
Craigantlet 
Cottages Roadside 343632 377049 2 NO2 No No Y(20m) 0.5m Y 

13 
High Street 
Holywood Roadside 339785 

 
379119 2.5 NO2 No No Y(20) 1.5 Y 

14 
A2 Flats 
Holywood(1) Roadside 339756 379330 2 NO2 No No Y (<1m) 1m Y 

15 
A2 Flats 
Holywood(2) Roadside 339774 379351 2 NO2 No No Y (<1m) 1m Y 
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2.2 Comparison of Monitoring Results with Air Quality 
Objectives 

 
No exceedances of the AQS objectives have been identified from the monitoring data 

collected since the last Update and Screening Assessment. All monitored pollutant 

concentrations have been below their respective air quality objective limits at relevant 

exposure. In the following section results are presented for the NO2 diffusion tube 

sites and the automatic site in Holywood which monitors NO2 and PM10 and providing 

real-time data on the NI Air Quality web site. 
 
 
 

2.2.1 Nitrogen Dioxide 

In the following section results are presented for NO2 at the automatic and diffusion 

tube sites and compared with the objective. 

All sites are well below the objective at relevant exposure, except for the two diffusion 

tube sites on the flats A2 Holywood which were close to the objective in 2017. 
 

 
 

2.2.2 Automatic Monitoring Data 

Table 2.3 presents the annual mean concentrations of NO2 determined at the 

automatic site in 2017 from the hourly measurements. 
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Table 2.3 Results of Automatic Monitoring of Nitrogen Dioxide: Comparison with Annual Mean Objective 

Site ID Site Type 
Within 

AQMA? 

Valid Data 
Capture for 
Monitoring 
Period % a 

Valid Data 
Capture 2017 

% b 

Annual Mean Concentration (µg/m3) 

2013* c 2014* c 2015* c 2016 c 2017 

A2 
Holywood Roadside NO N/A 96.8 29 30 26 30 25 

In bold, exceedence of the NO2 annual mean AQS objective of 40µg/m3 
a i.e. data capture for the monitoring period, in cases where monitoring was only carried out for part of the year 
b i.e. data capture for the full calendar year (e.g. if monitoring was carried out for six months the maximum data capture for the full calendar year would be 50%) 
c Means should be “annualised” as in Boxes 7.9 and 7.10 of LAQM.TG16, if valid data capture is less than 75% 

* Annual mean concentrations for previous years are optional 

 

 

Trends in Annual Mean NO2 Concentrations Measured at Automatic Monitoring Sites 

 

Results have been consistent since installation of the automatic station, there was a slight variation more probably due to climatic 

conditions rather than increased traffic emissions. There were a small number of exceedances of the hourly mean in 2013, this was 

consistent of periods of unsettled weather.  
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Table 2.4 – Results of Automatic Monitoring for NO2: Comparison with 1-hour Mean Objective 

Site ID Site Type 
Within 

AQMA? 

Valid Data 
Capture for 
Monitoring 
Period % a 

Valid Data 
Capture 2017 

% b 

Number of Hourly Means > 200µg/m3 

2013* c 2014* c 2015* c 2016 c 2017 c 

A2 
Holywood Roadside NO N/A 96.8 8 0 0 0 0 

In bold, exceedence of the NO2 hourly mean AQS objective (200µg/m3 – not to be exceeded more than 18 times per year) 
a i.e. data capture for the monitoring period, in cases where monitoring was only carried out for part of the year 
b i.e. data capture for the full calendar year (e.g. if monitoring was carried out for six months the maximum data capture for the full calendar year would be 50%) 
c If the data capture for full calendar year is less than 85%, include the 99.8th percentile of hourly means in brackets 

* Number of exceedences for previous years is optional 
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Diffusion Tube Monitoring Data 

Results of the NO2 diffusion tube sites, situated within the borough are shown below 

in Table 2.5.  

They are sited in accordance with the technical guidance LAQM.TG (09) 

A diffusion tube co-location study in 2017 was carried out at the Holywood automatic 

site, the results of this study were submitted into the national data base, the 2017 

local bias is 0.63, a decision was made to apply the national figure 0.89 as 34 studies 

were included in this and therefore deemed to be a more accurate representation. 

However a number of studies are still to be included in June 2018 which may have 

an effect on the bias figure, a realistic figure for ANDBC diffusion tubes is probably 

somewhere between these two figures the location in Holywood of the automatic site 

is well ventilated and there are consistent sea breezes. The two new sites in 

Holywood established in 2015 near the automatic station at an apartment block on 

the A2 (tubes 14,15 shown in figure 2.13), are showing results higher than the 

automatic site they are sheltered due to the height of the apartment block and they’re 

not effected by the sea breezes. They were established due to a shopping and 

residential complex planned next to them on this busy route to commence in 2017, 

this will be completed in 2018, ANDBC shall continue to monitor at this location to 

ascertain if levels remain below the objective. Pictures of these sites can be found in 

figures 2.12 and 2.13. 

All diffusion tube sites are below the annual mean objective of 40 ug/m3.  

Details of the QA/QC for the diffusion tubes and the reason for the use of the bias 

adjustment factor 0.89 can be found in Appendix A  

 
Trends for the 15 diffusion tube sites within the Council area are shown in figure 2.14 
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Figure 2.12 Position of Diffusion tubes A2 Flats Holywood in relation to the 

automatic site 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Position of Diffusion tubes 14 and 15 on A2 Flats Holywood 
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Table 2.5 Results of Nitrogen Dioxide Diffusion Tubes in 2017 

 

Site ID Location Site Type 
Within 

AQMA? 
Triplicate or Co-

located Tube 

Full Calendar Year Data 
Capture 2017 (Number 

of Months) 

2017 Annual Mean 
Concentration (µg/m3) - 
Bias Adjustment factor 

= 0.89b 

1 19 Islandmore Av 
Newtownards Background N single 11 12 

2 19 Bangor Rd 
Newtownards Roadside N single 11 28 

3 103 Church St 
Newtownards Roadside N single 12 24 

4 67 South St. 
Newtownards (b) Roadside  N single 12 26 

5 82 Frances St. 
Newtownards 

Roadside  N single 12 25 

6 11 High St  
Comber Roadside  N single 12 32 

7 Background site 
Seahill Roadside  N single 11 11 

8 A2  
Ballyrobert  Background N single 11 28 

9 A2 
 Seahill  Roadside N single 11 13 

10 A2  
Cultra Roadside N single 11 21 

11 
1 Craigantlet Road 
Craigantlet Roadside N single 12 25 

12 
The Cottages 
Craigantlet Roadside N single 12 19 

13 
High Street 
Holywood Roadside 

N single 
11 21 
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Site ID Location Site Type 
Within 

AQMA? 
Triplicate or Co-

located Tube 

Full Calendar Year Data 
Capture 2017 (Number 

of Months) 

2017 Annual Mean 
Concentration (µg/m3) - 
Bias Adjustment factor 

= 0.89b 

14 
A2 Flats (1) 
Holywood Roadside N single 12 36 

15 
A2 Flats(2) 
 Holywood Roadside 

N single 
12 37 

In bold, exceedence of the NO2 annual mean AQS objective of 40µg/m3 

Underlined, annual mean > 60µg/m3, indicating a potential exceedence of the NO2 hourly mean AQS objective 

a Means should be “annualised” as in Boxes 7.9 and 7.10 of LAQM.TG16, if full calendar year data capture is less than 75% 

b If an exceedence is measured at a monitoring site not representative of public exposure, NO2 concentration at the nearest relevant exposure should be 

estimated based on the “NO2 fall-off with distance” calculator (http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/tools-monitoring-data/no2-falloff.html), and results should be discussed in 

a specific section. The procedure is also explained in paragraphs 7.77 to 7.79 of LAQM.TG16. 

http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/tools-monitoring-data/no2-falloff.html
http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/tools-monitoring-data/no2-falloff.html
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 Table 2.6 – Results of NO2 Diffusion Tubes (2013 to 2017) 

Site ID Site Type 
Within 

AQMA? 

Annual Mean Concentration (µg/m3) - Adjusted for Bias a 

2013 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.80) 

2014 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.73) 

2015 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.88) 

2016 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.92) 

2017 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.89) 

1 19 Islandmore Av 
Newtownards N 11 9 11 12 12 

2 19 Bangor Rd 
Newtownards N 28 23 26 28 28 

3 103 Church St 
Newtownards N 25 22 24 23 24 

4 67 South St. 
Newtownards (b) N 24 22 24 26 26 

5 82 Frances St. 
Newtownards 

N 23(a) 22 24 24 25 

6 11 High St  
Comber N 30(a) 27 30 32 32 

7 Background site 
Seahill N 10 8 10 11 11 

8 A2  
Ballyrobert  N 30 24 26 31 28 

9 A2 
 Seahill  N 16 10 12 15 13 

10 A2  
Cultra N 21 17 20 23 21 

11 
1 Craigantlet Road 
Craigantlet N 19 21 23 25 25 

12 
The Cottages 
Craigantlet N 17 15 15 19 19 

13 
High Street 
Holywood N 24 23 23 21 21 
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Site ID Site Type 
Within 

AQMA? 

Annual Mean Concentration (µg/m3) - Adjusted for Bias a 

2013 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.80) 

2014 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.73) 

2015 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.88) 

2016 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.92) 

2017 (Bias 
Adjustment 

Factor = 
0.89) 

14 
A2 Flats (1) 
Holywood N   33 37 36 

15 
A2 Flats(2) 
 Holywood N   32 33 37 

(a) These sites were new in 2013 and had short term data periods and therefore the results have be annualised in accordance with LAQM.TG(09)  

In bold, exceedence of the NO2 annual mean AQS objective of 40µg/m3 

Underlined, annual mean > 60µg/m3, indicating a potential exceedence of the NO2 hourly mean AQS objective 

a Means should be “annualised” as in Boxes 7.9 and 7.10 of LAQM.TG16, if full calendar year data capture is less than 75% 

b If an exceedence is measured at a monitoring site not representative of public exposure, NO2 concentration at the nearest relevant exposure should be 

estimated based on the “NO2 fall-off with distance” calculator (http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/tools-monitoring-data/no2-falloff.html), and results should be discussed in 

a specific section. The procedure is also explained in paragraphs 7.77 to 7.79 of LAQM.TG16. 

 

http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/tools-monitoring-data/no2-falloff.html
http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/tools-monitoring-data/no2-falloff.html
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 Figure 2.14 – Trends in Annual Mean Nitrogen Dioxide Concentrations Measured at Diffusion Tube Monitoring Sites 

NO2 diffusion tube results have remained consistent any annual variation is more likely to be as a result of climatic conditions rather 

than changes in emissions.   

ARDS AND NORTH DOWN BOROUGH 
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2.2.3 Particulate Matter (PM10) 

Automatic monitoring of PM10 using a TEOM was carried out at the Holywood site, 

results continued in 2017 to be below the air quality objective. AQDM were 

contracted to carry out the QA/QC for the site and ratify the data. Environmental 

Monitoring Systems were employed to service and maintain the site. Summaries of 

this data, with regard to annual and hourly mean objectives, are presented below in 

Table 2.7.. The TEOM data has been corrected using Volatile Correction Model 

The data was downloaded onto the NI Air Quality web site, providing real-time data 

for the Daily Air Quality Index (DAQI) which has been developed to provide advice on 

expected levels of air pollution. www.airqualityni.co.uk 

 

Reports from the ratified data and the QA/QC applied can be found in appendix A. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

http://www.airqualityni.co.uk/
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Table 2.7 Results of Automatic Monitoring of PM10: Comparison with Annual Mean Objective 

 

Site ID Site Type 
Within 
AQMA? 

Valid Data 
Capture for 
monitoring 
Period %a 

Valid 
Data 
Capture 
2017 %b 

Confirm 
Gravimetric 
Equivalent 
(Y or NA) 

Annual Mean Concentration 50 g/m3  

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

 
A2 Holywood  

 
Roadside N 99.6% 99.6% Y 21 19 18 16 14 

 

Table 2.8 Results of Automatic Monitoring for PM10: Comparison with 24-hour mean Objective 

Site ID Site Type 
Within 
AQMA? 

Valid Data 
Capture for 
monitoring 
Period %a 

Valid 
Data 
Capture 
2017 %b 

Confirm 
Gravimetric 
Equivalent 

Number of Daily Means > 50µg/m3 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

 
A2 Holywood  

 
Roadside N 99.6% 99.6% Y 7 2 4 0 1 

In bold, exceedence of the PM10 annual mean AQS objective of 40µg/m3 
a i.e. data capture for the monitoring period, in cases where monitoring was only carried out for part of the year 
b i.e. data capture for the full calendar year (e.g. if monitoring was carried out for six months the maximum data capture for the full calendar year would be 50%) 
c Means should be “annualised” as in Boxes 7.9 and 7.10 of LAQM.TG16, if valid data capture is less than 75% 

* Annual mean concentrations for previous years are optional 

 
Figure 2.5 Trends in Annual Mean PM10 Concentrations 

PM10 has remained consistently low in Holywood 
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2.2.4 Sulphur Dioxide 

 

Ards and North Down Borough Council did not carry out any monitoring of SO2 in 

2017 
 

2.2.5 Benzene 

No monitoring of Benzene was carried out in 2017. 
 

 

2.2.6 Other pollutants monitored 

In 2017 Nitrogen Dioxide and PM10 were the only pollutants monitored 

 

2.2.7 Summary of Compliance with AQS Objectives 

 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council has examined the results from monitoring in 

the area.  Concentrations are all below the objectives; therefore there is no need to 

proceed to a Detailed Assessment. 
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3 Road Traffic Sources 

 

3.1 Narrow Congested Streets with Residential Properties 
Close to the Kerb 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new/newly 

identified congested streets with a flow above 5,000 vehicles per day and residential 

properties close to the kerb, that have not been adequately considered in previous 

rounds of Review and Assessment. 

 

 
 
 

3.2 Busy Streets Where People May Spend 1-hour or More 
Close to Traffic 

 

Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new/newly 

identified busy streets where people may spend 1 hour or more close to traffic. 

 
 

 
 
 

3.3 Roads with a High Flow of Buses and/or HGVs. 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new/newly 

identified roads with high flows of buses/HDVs. 
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3.4 Junctions  

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new/newly 

identified busy junctions/busy roads meeting the specified criteria. 

 
 

 

 

3.5 New Roads Constructed or Proposed Since the Last 
Round of Review and Assessment 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough that there are no new/proposed roads meeting 

the specified criteria. 

 
 

 

 

3.6 Roads with Significantly Changed Traffic Flows 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new/newly 

identified roads with significantly changed traffic flows.  
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3.7 Bus and Coach Stations 

 
Ards and North Down Borough confirms that there are no relevant bus stations in the 

Local Authority area. 
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4 Other Transport Sources 

4.1 Airports 

 
Ards and North Down Borough confirms that there are no airports in the Local 

Authority area. 

 
 

 

 

4.2 Railways (Diesel and Steam Trains) 

 

4.2.1 Stationary Trains 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no locations where 

diesel or steam trains are regularly stationary for periods of 15 minutes or more, with 

potential for relevant exposure within 15m.  

 
 

 

4.2.2 Moving Trains 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no locations with a 

large number of movements of diesel locomotives, and potential long-term relevant 

exposure within 30m. 

 
 

 

4.3 Ports (Shipping) 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no ports or shipping 

that meet the specified criteria within the Local Authority area.  
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5 Industrial Sources 

5.1 Industrial Installations 

 

5.1.1 New or Proposed Installations for which an Air Quality Assessment has 
been Carried Out 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new or proposed 

industrial installations for which planning approval has been granted within its area or 

nearby in a neighbouring authority.  

 

 

5.1.2 Existing Installations where Emissions have Increased Substantially or 
New Relevant Exposure has been introduced 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no industrial 

installations with substantially increased emissions or new relevant exposure in their 

vicinity within its area or nearby in a neighbouring authority.  

 

 

5.1.3 New or Significantly Changed Installations with No Previous Air Quality 
Assessment 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no new or proposed 

industrial installations for which planning approval has been granted within its area or 

nearby in a neighbouring authority.  
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5.2 Major Fuel (Petrol) Storage Depots 

 

 
There are no major fuel (petrol) storage depots within the Local Authority area. 
 
 

 

 

5.3 Petrol Stations 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no petrol stations 

meeting the specified criteria.   

 

 

 

5.4 Poultry Farms 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no poultry farms 

meeting the specified criteria.   
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6 Commercial and Domestic Sources 

6.1 Biomass Combustion – Individual Installations 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no biomass 

combustion plant in the Local Authority area.   

 

 

 

 

6.2 Biomass Combustion – Combined Impacts 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no biomass 

combustion plant in the Local Authority area.   

 

 

 

 

6.3 Domestic Solid-Fuel Burning 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough Council confirms that there are no areas of significant 

domestic fuel use in the Local Authority area.   
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7 Fugitive or Uncontrolled Sources 

 

 
Ards and North Down Borough confirms that there are no potential sources of fugitive 

particulate matter emissions in the Local Authority area.   
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8 Conclusions and Proposed Actions 

8.1 Conclusions from New Monitoring Data 

No monitoring sites at relevant exposure within the Council Area have shown 

exceedances of the air quality objectives. The two NO2 diffusion tube sites in 

Holywood established in 2015 at an apartment block on the A2 (tubes 14,15 shown 

in figure 2.13) although below the objective, levels increased in 2016 showing the 

highest levels along this main route to Belfast and have remained high in 2017, they 

are positioned in a sheltered location from the prevailing south westly wind. The 

building of a shopping and residential complex commenced in 2017 adjacent to the 

apartment block which may restrict the air flow further therefore monitoring will 

continue at this location in 2018. 

 

8.2 Conclusions from Assessment of Sources 

No new sources were identified. 

 

8.3 Proposed Actions  

This 2018 Update and Screening Report for Ards and North Down Borough Council 

has identified there is no need to proceed to a detailed assessment for any of the 

pollutants. 

Monitoring sites are sited in accordance with the guidance and at relevant exposure, 

the NO2 diffusion tube sites 14 and 15 on the A2 shall remain to closely monitor 

levels at this location when building of the adjacent complex is completed in 2018. 

Ards and North Down Borough Councils regeneration projects include Bangor Town 

Centre, Queens Parade in Bangor has been undeveloped for a number of years, 

developments are now moving forward with planning in 2018. It is intended in 2018 to 

relocate the one of the background NO2 diffusion tubes to this location, and to 

relocate the other background site to the outer ring in Bangor where new houses 

have been built next to the kerb. 

DAERA are presently producing a new Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP). It is this 

Council’s view that the new air quality action plan for nitrogen dioxide for Northern 
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Ireland will not solely focus upon delivering limit values within existing Air Quality 

Management Areas, but it will also focus upon improving ambient air quality as a 

whole, therefore ANDBC proposes to continue with automatic and passive monitoring 

of NO2 so as to reliably inform the AQAP for Northern Ireland. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC) Data 

QA/QC Data of automatic sites 

 

Ards and North Down Borough Council commissioned AQDM Technology to provide 

the QA/QC of the automatic measurements of NO2 and PM10 for the A2 Holywood 

site.  Local authority staff act as the local site operator and visit the sites on a weekly 

basis carrying out any manual calibration or filter changes required. 

Environmental Monitoring Systems were employed to service and maintain the 

analyser. 
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QA/QC of Diffusion Tube Monitoring 
 
In 2017 the NO2 tubes were prepared and supplied by Gradko International Limited, 

using the preparation method 20%TEA/Water. Gradko International Ltd. participates 

in the AIR-PT/WASP scheme, Quarterly summaries of participating laboratories' 

performance can be found here: 
 
http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/documents/LAQM-AIR-PT-Rounds-1-12-(April-2014-
February-2016)-NO2-report.pdf  
 
 

http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/documents/LAQM-AIR-PT-Rounds-1-12-(April-2014-February-2016)-NO2-report.pdf
http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/documents/LAQM-AIR-PT-Rounds-1-12-(April-2014-February-2016)-NO2-report.pdf
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Diffusion Tube Bias Adjustment Factors  

 

 

Factor from Local Co-location Studies 

A co-location study was carried out at the Holywood site in 2017 and the data 

submitted to the national data base http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/bias-adjustment-

factors/national-bias.html 

 

The local bias adjustment figure was 0.63 

 

 

 
 
 
A decision was made not to use the local factor as it was deemed to be very low and 
would show a large decrease in the results. The national bias adjustment figure of 
0.89 was therefore applied as 34 studies where included in this. Ards and North 
Down Borough Council is mainly coastal so with natural sea breezes somewhere 
between these two figures would probably seem more realistic. 
 

http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/bias-adjustment-factors/national-bias.html
http://laqm.defra.gov.uk/bias-adjustment-factors/national-bias.html
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ITEM 8  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Environmental Health Protection and 
Development. 

Date of Report 24 August 2018 

File Reference CW8 

Legislation N/A 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
      

Subject Update on Affordable Warmth Scheme Funding 2018-
2019 

Attachments None 
 
 
At the Community & Wellbeing Committee in June, Officers advised Members that 
the Department for Communities (DfC) had set a referral rate of 220 households per 
council for 2018/19, which meant only 17 referrals a month for our area from July 
2018.  
 
Since then, the DfC has increased the target to 337 referrals per council area, which 
means that 30 referrals a month will now be permitted in our area from July 2018.  
The funding provided, however, will remain at £68,780. 
 
This increase in referral rate will help alleviate pressures on our waiting lists, 
however there are still approximately 40 completed applications to be sent to NIHE, 
and over 220 households on our “expression of interest” list – i.e. households who 
feel they meet the qualifying criteria for the scheme and therefore wish to be 
considered. 
 
The Affordable Warmth Scheme therefore remains challenging to manage but 
members can be assured that Officers are continually raising their concerns at 
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meetings with DfC and continue to try to support those most in need within the 
budgetary constraints. 
 
Despite these changes occurring quite quickly after the last Community & Wellbeing 
Committee, the Head of Service has, as requested, written to DfC to express 
Member’s concern over the continuing reduction in financial allocation since the 
inception of the programme.  The letter asked that due consideration is given to 
supporting the Affordable Warmth scheme at a higher rate, guaranteed over a longer 
period of time, rather than continue with the uncertainty and significant reductions in 
budget that have occurred to date. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Council notes this report. 
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ITEM 9  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Environmental Health Protection and 
Development. 

Date of Report 23 July 2018 

File Reference CW98 

Legislation N/A 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
      

Subject Public Drinking Water Supply  

Attachments Northern Ireland Water Drinking Water Quality Report 
for 2017 for Ards and North Down Borough Council 
area 

 
Attached is the Drinking Water Quality Report produced by Northern Ireland Water 
for the Ards and North Down Borough Council area.  The report indicates a 99.9% 
compliance with an extensive array of drinking water quality parameters as laid down 
in the Water Supply (Water Quality) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2007.   
 
Particularly interesting to note, is compliance rates in relation to Trihalomethanes, 
which demonstrates the effectiveness of improvements to the water treatment 
infrastructure over the last 10-15 years.  Also, there were no failures in relation to 
lead, which is probably linked to the inclusion of orthophosphoric acid in treated 
water (this chemical reduces lead solvency) and the reduction in lead pipework and 
lead solder in domestic properties. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the report be noted. 



Northern Ireland Water is a trademark of Northern Ireland Water Limited, incorporated in Northern Ireland, 
Registered Number NI054463, Registered Office Westland House, Old Westland Road, Belfast BT14 6TE.

Drinking Water Quality Report for 

Northern Ireland 

2017 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 



Water Quality by Northern Ireland Local Council Area 

This local council report is designed to demonstrate water quality by individual council 
area based on the % Compliance at Customer Tap (including Supply Points) over the 
water supply zones associated with that council area, as shown on the enclosed map. 

For monitoring purposes NI Water’s supply area is divided into water supply zones.  
These are areas serving not more than 100,000 people, each of which are normally 
supplied from a single water supply source or combination of sources.  There are areas 
where owing to topography and dispersal of population, it is not practicable to provide 
a mains water supply.  Currently over 99.9% of Northern Ireland's population receive 
public water supplies. 

In a number of cases water supply zones overlap council boundaries.  The council 
reports indicate which water supply zones are wholly or partially contained within the 
council areas, including those zones which may have a relatively small area within the 
council ar ea.  S eparation o f d ata w ithin t hese w ater s upply zones ac ross c ouncil 
boundaries is not practicable, therefore the information used in calculating the zonal 
compliance relates to the whole zone and not merely the part included within a council 
boundary.  Following discussions with the Drinking Water Inspectorate, water supply 
zones with fewer than 40 properties within the council area have not been used to 
calculate t he i ndividual c ouncil c ompliance.  T he i nformation i s b ased o n s amples 
taken r andomly f rom customer taps i n eac h w ater s upply z one and from pl anned 
samples at authorised supply points.  Due to the nature of random sampling, there 
may be fluctuations in water quality across the water supply zones. 

The report al so details Capital Work P rogrammes a ffecting the council area which 
directly related to water quality during the reporting period. 

Small v ariations i n w ater q uality c ompliance per formance occur across N orthern 
Ireland.  This reflects the need to continue to invest in and to maintain water treatment 
works, and to improve the water mains network. 

NI Water has  i dentified the n eed to del iver a  s ignificant v olume o f w atermains 
rehabilitation and other works across its ageing network.  The works are necessary to 
ensure t he e fficient and c ost e ffective o peration of i ts w ater s upply s ystem i n the 
immediate future and longer term as well as ensuring adequate levels of water quality 
and customer supply.  To achieve this goal, NI Water has implemented a Watermains 
Rehabilitation Framework, within which it undertakes work on a Northern Ireland wide 
basis as identified by the zonal study programme of work. 



 

 
 
 
 
 

Water Mains Rehabilitation Framework  
Current Work Package Status 

 
 

 
 
The map above shows the extent of the current Water Mains Rehabilitation Framework 
covering most of Northern Ireland.  To assist clarity, whilst the council boundaries are 
shown, the individual councils are not named.  Regions in white on the map are largely 
watercourses or upland areas which do not receive public water supply. 
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% Compliance at Customer Tap (including Supply Points) 
 

 Target 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017  
Overall Northern Ireland 
Compliance 99.7% 99.7% 99.8% 99.7% 99.8% 99.9%  

Ards and North Down Compliance 99.7% 99.8% 99.8% 99.8% 99.9% 99.9%  
 
2017 Water Supply Zones wholly or partially within the council area: 
 

Zone Code Zone Name Zone Code Zone Name 

ZS0108 Belfast Purdysburn ZS0501 Drumaroad Lisburn 
ZS0401 Drumaroad Bangor ZS0601 Drumaroad Ballynahinch 
ZS0404 Drumaroad Ards   

 
2017 Water Quality Capital Works Programmes affecting the council area: 
 
Castor Bay Outage Feasibility Studies 
Hydraulic Model Rebuilds & Project Management (PC15 Year 2) 
Non-Infrastructure Major Works 
PC15 Abstraction Monitoring 
PC15 Lead Communication Pipe Replacement Programme 
PC15 PPRA Review of EP Water Mains Rehab Work Packages. 
PC15 Service Reservoir Sample Taps 
PC15 Year 1 Base Maintenance - Chlorine Dosing Sites 
PPRA's for Rehab Work Packages 2016/17 
SEMD Surveys PC10 Water 
Service Reservoir Security Phase 1 



Southern Zone Resilience 
Water Resource and Supply Resilience Plan 
Water Treatment Works Treatability Study 
Watermains Rehabilitation, New & Replacement Incorporating First Time Services - Professional Fees 
WTW Effluent Quality  



Water Quality Events 

Serious Drinking Water Quality Events in 2017 

Date of Serious 
Event 

Area and 
Estimate of 
Population/ 

Properties 
Potentially 
Affected 

Nature and Cause of Serious Event 
Associated Council 

Area(s) 

22/08/17 North-western 
area of Northern 
Ireland (51,470 
population) 

Extremely heavy rainfall caused a series of 
flooding events in the North West.  
Carmoney WTW was off supply for 5 days, 
following flood damage to the raw water 
pumping station and there were eight burst 
mains.  Water supply was maintained to 
customers through implementation of the 
WTW contingency Plan. 

Derry City & Strabane 
District 

Significant Drinking Water Quality Events in 2017 

Date of 
Significant 

Event 

Area and 
Estimate of 
Population/ 

Properties 
Potentially 
Affected 

Nature and Cause of Significant Event 
Associated Council 

Area(s) 

16/01/17 - 
01/02/17 

Killylane WTW 
(51,120 
population) 

Treatment difficulties led to aluminium and 
iron contraventions in the Killylane WTW 
final water. 

Mid & East Antrim Borough 

26/01/17 - 
01/02/17 

Aird Close, 
Antrim (29 
properties) 

Mains disturbance caused by mains 
replacement in this area led to one coliform 
bacteria, four odour and two turbidity 
contraventions. 

Antrim & Newtownabbey 
Borough 

28/01/17 - 
30/01/17 

Dorisland WTW 
(41,660 
population) 

Contraventions of the turbidity standard in 
the works final water were not 
representative of the water going into 
supply.  DWI dealt with this matter by 
issuing a Regulation 27(5) Notice. 

Antrim & Newtownabbey 
Borough; and Mid & East 
Antrim Borough  

01/03/17 - 
08/09/17 

Castle Hill, 
Rathfriland (272 
population) 

Contraventions of the iron standard were 
caused by the age and condition of the 
supplying cast iron main. 

Newry, Mourne & Down 
District 

30/03/17 - 
20/04/17 

Glenhordial WTW 
(10,616 
population) 

Contraventions of the turbidity standard in 
the works final water were probably caused 
by disturbance in the clear water tanks 
and/or in the sample line. 

Fermanagh & Omagh 
District 

12/04/17 - 
12/05/17 

Stormont Castle 
(170 population) 

This Event was not related to the quality of 
water supplied by NI Water. 
After the installation of a new chiller unit by 
an external contractor, backflow occurred 
which introduced ethylene glycol into the 
drinking water system.  This event occurred 
due to non-compliance with the Water 
Fittings Regulations.  There was local media 
interest. 

Belfast City 



Date of 
Significant 

Event 

Area and 
Estimate of 
Population/ 

Properties 
Potentially 
Affected 

Nature and Cause of Significant Event 
Associated Council 

Area(s) 

17/04/17 - 
10/08/17 

Ballinrees WTW 
(168,204 
population) 

Contraventions of the individual pesticide 
standard for MCPA occurred in the works 
final water due to insufficient treatment.  A 
Consideration of Provisional Enforcement 
Order (CPEO) has been issued by the 
Inspectorate. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough; and Derry City & 
Strabane District 

06/06/17 - 
07/06/17 

Dungonnell WTW 
(30,512 
population) 

A contravention of the turbidity standard 
was caused by disturbance in a Clear Water 
Tank (CWT) as it was being drained down 
for cleaning. 

Mid & East Antrim Borough 

06/06/17 - 
07/09/17 

Derg WTW 
(38,989 
population) 

Contraventions of the individual pesticide 
standard for MCPA occurred in the works 
final water due to insufficient treatment to 
effectively remove levels of MCPA in the 
raw water supply to the treatment works.  
MCPA use in the catchment area, to control 
weeds and rushes, caused elevated levels 
of MCPA in the raw water supply.  
A Consideration of Provisional Enforcement 
Order (CPEO) has been issued by the 
Inspectorate. 

Derry City & Strabane 
District; and Fermanagh & 
Omagh District 

26/06/17 - 
30/06/17 

Castor Bay WTW 
(364,673 
population) 

Contraventions of the taste & odour 
parameters occurred in the works final 
water due to insufficient treatment.   

Armagh City, Banbridge & 
Craigavon Borough; 
Belfast City; Lisburn & 
Castlereagh City; Mid-
Ulster District; and Newry, 
Mourne & Down District 

03/07/17 - 
07/07/17 

Strand Road, 
Portstewart 
(Approximately 
80,000 
population) 

This event was not related to the NI Water 
public supply  
Contamination of the temporary drinking 
water supply within the site led to coliform 
bacteria contraventions. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough 

05/17/17 - 
12/07/17 

Drumagarner 
Road, Kilrea (471 
properties) 

Coliform bac teria c ontraventions oc curred 
after a ne w mains w as c onnected i n 
Drumagarner Road.  A “Boil Water Before 
Use” notice was issued to a single property. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough 

24/07/17 - 
01/02/18 

Glenhordial WTW 
(10,694 
population) 

Contraventions of  t he i ndividual p esticide 
standard f or MC PA occurred i n t he works 
final water due t o i nsufficient t reatment t o 
effectively remove levels of MCPA in the raw 
water supply to the treatment works  
MCPA use in the catchment area, to control 
weeds and rushes, caused elevated levels of 
MCPA in the raw water supply.  
The Pesticides – Total Substances standard 
was al so c ontravened.  A  Consideration of  
Provisional Enforcement Order (CPEO) has 
been issued by the Inspectorate. 

Fermanagh & Omagh 
District 



Date of 
Significant 

Event 

Area and 
Estimate of 
Population/ 

Properties 
Potentially 
Affected 

Nature and Cause of Significant Event 
Associated Council 

Area(s) 

25/07/17 - 
30/11/17 

Dungonnell WTW 
(33,446 
population) 

A contravention of the trihalomethanes 
(THMs) standard occurred in the 
Dungonnell WTW supply area.  Four THM 
samples taken in August 2017 were in the 
“likely to fail” category.  The elevated results 
are probably due to a combination of poor 
organics removal during the treatment 
process combined with increasing levels in 
the distribution system. 

Mid & East Antrim Borough 

14/08/17 - 
11/09/17 

Ballylagan Road, 
Garvagh (22 
properties) 

Operational work in this area led to short 
term disturbance and appearance issues 
with iron, manganese and odour 
contraventions in properties on the 
Ballylagan Road. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough 

24/08/17 -  
31/08/17 

Carmoney WTW 
(51,470 
population) 

Aluminium, iron, manganese and turbidity 
contraventions were reported in the 
Carmoney WTWs final water.  Our 
assessment is that the contraventions were 
related to disturbance caused by the 
operational activities regarding the re-
zoning of Ballinrees and Caugh Hill WTWs 
to maintain supplies and not due to the 
quality of water leaving the water treatment 
works. 
This event was related to the “Serious” 
flooding event reported previously. 

Derry City & Strabane 
District 

30/08/17 - 
03/09/17 

Drumagarner 
Road, Kilrea (471 
properties) 

Coliform bacteria contraventions occurred 
after a new mains was connected in 
Drumagarner Road.  A “Boil Water Before 
Use” notice was issued to two properties. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough 

04/09/17 - 
16/10/17 

Upper Malone 
Road, Belfast 
(286,407 
population) 

A contravention of the trihalomethanes 
(THMs) standard occurred in the Dunore 
Point WTW supply area.  It is probable that 
the THM contravention was mainly caused 
by Disinfection By-Product precursors being 
present in the works final water, the 
condition of the distribution system and the 
long residence time (estimated at 4 days). 

Antrim & Newtownabbey 
Borough; Belfast City; 
Causeway Coast & Glens; 
Lisburn & Castlereagh 
City; and Mid & East 
Antrim Borough 

05/09/17 - 
15/09/17 

Cargagh Road, 
Downpatrick (25 
properties) 

Coliform bacteria contraventions were 
reported after contamination of the mains 
occurred during a burst main repair on the 
Cargagh Road.  A “Boil Water Before Use” 
notice was issued to the 25 affected 
properties. 

Newry, Mourne & Down 
District 

05/09/17 - 
20/09/17 

Altnahinch WTW 
(31,486 
population) 

Contraventions of the trihalomethanes 
(THMs) standard occurred in the Altnahinch 
WTW final water and in the related supply 
area.  The contraventions were due to 
inadequate organic removal within the 
treatment process therefore increasing the 
risk for THM formation. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough 

06/09/17 - 
Present 

Gransha Road, 
Dromara (10 
properties) 

Contraventions of the iron and turbidity 
standards were caused by the age and 
condition of the supplying cast iron main. 

Armagh City, Banbridge & 
Craigavon Borough 



Date of 
Significant 

Event 

Area and 
Estimate of 
Population/ 

Properties 
Potentially 
Affected 

Nature and Cause of Significant Event 
Associated Council 

Area(s) 

18/09/17 – 
03/10/17 

Ballinrees WTW 
(168,204 
population) 

A contravention of the trihalomethanes 
(THMs) standard occurred in the Ballinrees 
WTW supply area.  This contravention 
occurred following a period when there was 
not full treatment in operation.   

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough; and Derry City & 
Strabane District 

06/10/17 - 
Present 

Gorticross Road, 
Drumahoe (17 
properties) 

Aluminium, iron, manganese and turbidity 
contraventions occurred in Ardmore, 
Gosheden and Kildoag roads.  These 
contraventions occurred after re-zoning 
work carried out following the flooding event 
which caused damage to a main on 
Gorticross Road. 
This event was related to the “Serious” 
flooding event reported previously. 

Derry City & Strabane 
District 

16/10/17 - 
02/03/18 

Rathlin Island - 
(10 properties) 

A value greater than the World Health 
Organization Index for trihalomethanes was 
reported due to naturally occurring bromide 
in the source water, and low flows to the 
west of the island in the autumn.  A 
Consideration of Provisional Enforcement 
Order (CPEO) has been issued by the 
Inspectorate. 

Causeway Coast & Glens 
Borough 

13/11/17 - 
14/11/17 

Dorisland WTW 
(127,451 
population) 

Aluminium, manganese and turbidity 
contraventions were reported in the 
Dorisland WTW final water due to 
unrepresentative sampling. 

Antrim & Newtownabbey 
Borough; Belfast City; and 
Mid & East Antrim Borough 

29/11/17 - 
04/12/17 

Dungonnell WTW 
(30,512 
population) 

Contraventions of the pH standard occurred 
in Dungonnell WTW supply area.  This was 
due to overdosing of orthophosphoric acid 
(used for plumbosolvency control) at 
Dungonnell WTW. 
 

Mid & East Antrim Borough 

14/12/17 - 
15/12/17 

Castor Bay WTW 
(364,673 
population) 

A contravention of the aluminium standard 
was caused by a problem with the pH 
monitoring regime which led to sub-optimal 
treatment. 

Armagh City, Banbridge & 
Craigavon Borough; 
Belfast City; Lisburn & 
Castlereagh City; Mid-
Ulster District; and Newry, 
Mourne & Down District 

 

 

After investigations during the reporting period, there were also 7 events categorised by DWI as 
“Minor”, and 14 events categorised as “Not Significant”. 



 
 
 
 
 

UNDERSTANDING YOUR WATER QUALITY RESULTS 

 

 
 
 

Where the water quality standards come from 

The water we supply for  domestic  use  or  food  production  must  comply  with the 

standards in The Water  Supply  (Water  Quality)  Regulations  (NI)  2007 (as 

amended), which incorporate European Union standards and more stringent UK 

national standards. These Regulations detail the acceptable levels of certain 

characteristics, elements and substances allowed in drinking water. Usually, this 

is a maximum level; but, occasionally, a minimum is also set (e.g. pH). This 

permissible level is known as the Prescribed Concentration or Value (PCV). Some 

of the regulatory levels are set for aesthetic reasons and not for health (e.g. Colour). 

 
 
Where we sample 

Samples are taken from our service reservoirs, water treatment works and taps in 

customers’ homes. Every year, our accredited state-of-the-art laboratories carry out 

over 100,000 sophisticated tests to ensure quality standards are met. The Drinking 

Water Inspectorate (DWI) within the Northern Ireland Department of Agriculture, 

Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) also independently audits these tests and 

issues a report each year on its findings. DWI ensures that NI Water meets more 

than 50 legal standards for drinking water quality to match water companies across 

the rest of the UK. The standards are strict and generally include wide  safety margins. 

They cover: bacteria; chemicals, such as nitrates and pesticides; metals, such as 

lead; and how water looks and tastes. 

 

What happens if a test fails? 

If a sample fails a test, this does not necessarily mean the water is unsafe to drink. 

Sometimes, the water in our mains or pipes and in the neighbouring properties is 

good, but the failure is caused by the householder’s own plumbing system. However, 

we take all failures of these standards very seriously and these are dealt with by a 

team of specialists. All failures are recorded, investigated and action is taken to 

resolve the problem. If the contamination is found to be due to the tap or internal 

plumbing, NI Water will inform the customer in writing of the reason for the failure so 



 
 
 
 
 

that they can take appropriate action. A copy of the letter is also provided to 

the Public Health Agency, the local Environmental Health Officer and the DWI. 
 

All PCV failures are also reported externally to the DWI, respective health boards, 

Environmental Health departments, the Consumer Council for Northern Ireland 

(CCNI), DRD Water Policy Unit and the Utility Regulator (NAIUR). 

 

Units of measurement 

The units of measurement used in this factsheet are as follows: 

• 1 milligram per litre (mg/l) is one part per million (ppm) 

• 1 microgram per litre (µg/l) is 1 part per billion (or thousand million) 

• NTU – Nephelometric turbidity units (for turbidity measurement) 

• Pt/Co – Platinum-cobalt units Standard (for colour measurement) 

• µS/cm – micro siemens per centimetre (for conductivity measurement) 
 
Concentration or value 

 

Shown in three ways: 
 

• Min(imum), the lowest result during the period 

• Mean, the average of the results 

• Max(imum), the highest result during the period. 

• A ‘<’ symbol means a result was less than the value at which a parameter can 
be detected. 

• A ‘>’  symbol  means  a  result  was  greater  than  the  range  within  which  a 
parameter is normally detected. 

 

Number of samples 

• Total taken – the number of samples tested for each parameter 

• Contravening – shows the number of samples that exceeded the PCV 

• % of samples contravening PCV – the number of samples that contravened 

the PCV compared to the total number of samples taken expressed as a 
percentage. 



 
 
 
 
 

INDIVIDUAL PARAMETERS/SUBSTANCES 
 

 

Hardness 

Total Hardness is normally caused by dissolved calcium and, to a lesser extent, 

magnesium in rocks through which the water has passed. In Northern Ireland, our 

water is predominantly soft to moderately soft or slightly to moderately hard. 

Hardness means you may have to use more soap when washing as hard water 

lathers less than soft water. It has not been proven to have adverse effects on 

health and is safe to drink.  There is no standard specified in the current regulations. 

 

Dependent upon the origin and manufacturer of your dishwasher, you may require a 

specific parameter, such as Clarke degrees (a.k.a. English degrees) or French or 

German degrees. 

 

GH is general hardness, while KH is Carbonate, or temporary hardness. 
 

pH (listed under ‘Hydrogen Ion’) 

This is a scientific term used to describe the acidity or alkalinity of a fluid. We need to 

control the pH of water because: 

• if water is too acidic, it may corrode metal pipes in the distribution system 

• if water is too alkaline, it may cause deposits to form in the pipes 

The standard is to keep water pH levels in the 6.5-9.5 range. 

Colour 

The colour of drinking water is usually dependent on the presence of naturally- 

occurring dissolved organic matter. For example, the higher the peat content of a 

catchment, (e.g. the Mournes Catchment), the higher the level of colour in the raw 

water.  However, colour may also be due to the presence of iron contributed by old 

cast-iron mains. 

• PCV for colour is 20 mg/l Pt/Co. 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 
Sometimes, t he w ater coming o ut of t he tap has a milky or cloudy 

appearance, which is usually caused by excess air dissolved in the water as micro 

bubbles. This is not harmful and, if the water is left to stand for a few minutes, it will 

clear from the bottom upwards (i.e. the bubbles of air rise to the top of the glass and 

escape). 

 

Turbidity 

Turbidity is caused by very fine insoluble materials that may be present in water. 

Levels are closely monitored during the treatment processes. 

• PCV at the customer’s tap is 4 NTU 
 
 
Odour and taste 

Customer complaints quite often relate to taste and odour. Quality control tests are 

carried out to measure the level of taste and odour and are performed by a specialist 

testing panel. 

• PCV for each = Dilution Number >0 
 
 
Conductivity 

Conductivity is proportional to the dissolved solids content of the water and is often 

used as an indication of the presence of dissolved minerals, such as calcium, 

magnesium and sodium. 

• PCV is 2500 µS/cm at 20°C 
 
 
Chlorine (Cl - listed under Free-Residual disinfectant) 

Chlorine is added to water to ensure water is free from bacteria. When chlorine is 

added, not all of it is used up in the process. Some remains as ‘free chlorine’ to 

make sure the water remains safe as it passes through the distribution system. 

No PCV is prescribed for chlorine in the regulations and these levels are set to 

ensure that a small concentration remains at the end of the distribution system to 

maintain customer safety. 



 
 
 
 
 

E. coli and enterococci 

If present, these indicate a possible breach in the integrity of the water supply 

system. An effective treatment process will kill any organisms present. 

PCV standards are: 

• 0 /100ml for E. Coli 

• 0 /100ml for Enterococci 
 
 

Coliforms 

These are naturally present in the environment. Their presence may indicate a 

possible breach in the integrity of the supply system or contamination from the 

kitchen sink or taps. 

 

Nitrite and nitrate (NO2 and NO3) 
Normally only trace amounts of these compounds are found in water. 

• PCV for nitrite = 0.5 mg NO2/l 

• PCV for nitrate = 50 mg NO3/l 
 
 

Chloride (Cl) 

Chloride in water originates from natural sources such as mineral deposits. It can 

contribute to taste which may be unacceptable to customers if the standard is 

exceeded. 

• PCV = 250 mg Cl/l 
 
 

Fluoride (F) 

NI Water does not add fluoride to any water supply in Northern Ireland. Fluoride can 

occur naturally in some raw water supplies at low levels. 

• PCV = 1.5 mg F/l 
 
 

Sulphate (SO4) 
Sulphate occurs naturally in water and originates from mineral deposits. High 

concentrations may give rise to taste problems and, in the long-term, damage pipe 

work. 

• PCV = 250 mg SO4/l 



 
 
 
 
 

Copper (Cu) 

Copper can occur naturally in some water sources and is normally found in low 

concentrations in drinking water. 

• PCV = 2 mg Cu/l 
 
 
Iron (Fe) 

This is one of the most abundant metals found naturally in surface and ground 

waters. After treatment, it is normally reduced to trace concentrations in drinking 

water. Increased levels can occur due to the corrosion of old cast-iron water mains. 

There is no known health risk associated with high iron concentrations, but staining 

of clothing in washing machines can occur. 

• PCV = 200 µg Fe/l 
 
 
Manganese (Mn) 

Manganese occurs naturally in water. High concentrations of manganese in tap 

water may cause discolouration and possible staining of clothing in washing 

machines. 

• PCV = 50 µg Mn/l 
 
 
Aluminium (Al) 

Aluminium can occur naturally in water within certain catchments. However, 

aluminium compounds are used in the treatment process to help remove impurities. 

Any aluminium compounds added during the treatment process are removed before 

the final treated water leaves the treatment works. 

• PCV = 200 µg Al/l 
 
 
Sodium (Na) 

Sodium occurs naturally in trace amounts in water. High concentrations may impart a 

level of taste that is unacceptable to customers. 

• PCV = 200 mg Na/l 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lead (Pb) 

Lead is not normally present in water sources, but significant concentrations may be 

present at customers’ taps if lead or copper pipes with lead joints have been used in 

the plumbing system. More information is available here. 

• PCV = 10 µg Pb/l 
 
 
Trihalomethanes (THMs) 

THMs occur in drinking water as by-products of the reaction of chlorine with naturally-

occurring dissolved organic materials. In drinking water, only four compounds out of 

the group of THMs have health significance, the most common of which is chloroform. 

The PCV is based on the sum of the concentrations of all four constituents. 

• PCV = 100 µg/l 
 
 
Other substances 

In addition to those listed and explained above, we also test for substances such as 

hydrocarbons, pesticides and herbicides, phenols and organic carbon. We also carry 

out extensive monitoring of our supplies for cryptosporidium through sampling of raw 

and final treated water. 

 

Home-brewers may be interested in the Calcium, Magnesium, Carbonate, Sodium, 

Sulphate, Chloride and pH levels of their water supply. If you cannot locate the 

information you require, please contact us at waterline@niwater.com 

http://www.niwater.com/lead-pipes/
mailto:waterline@niwater.com


 
 
2017 WATER SUPPLY COMMENTARY 

 
ZS0108 - Belfast Purdysburn 
 
The water supplied in this zone within your council area complied with all the physical-chemical 
and microbiological s tandards l aid dow n i n t he Water S upply ( Water Q uality) R egulations 
(Northern Ireland) 2007 (as amended). 
 
   



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                        WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0108 - Belfast Purdysburn | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| 1,2 Dichloroethane                    ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| 2,4-D ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.002 | 0.010    | 
| 2,4-DB ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Aluminium ug Al/l       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 21.250  | 40.816   | 69.880   | 
| Ammonium mg NH4/l      |   S |  36     |  36    |     |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Antimony ug/l Sb       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.052   | 0.090    | 0.253    | 
| Arsenic ug/l As       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.252    | 0.326    | 0.620    | 
| Asulam ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.005 | 0.009    | 
| Bentazone ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.007 | 
| Benzene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | 
| Benzo(a)pyrene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Boron mg/l B        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.005    | 0.006    | 0.007    | 
| Bromate ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.360   | 1.026    | 2.000    | 
| Bromoxynil ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Cadmium ug/l Cd       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.018   | 0.055    | 0.247    | 
| Chloride mg Cl/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 8.254   | 10.325   | 12.530   | 
| Chlorotoluron ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    |   |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chlorpyrifos ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chromium                              ug/l Cr       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.181 | 0.476    | 
| Clopyralid ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.006 | 0.022 | 
| Clostridium perfringens (sulph red)   No./100 ml    |  AS |  989    |  989   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Colony Counts 22 No./1 ml      |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.333    | 3.000    | 
| Colony Counts 37 (48hrs) No./1 ml      |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 1.056    | 20.000   | 
| Colour mg/l Pt/Co    |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.510    | 0.781    | 1.280    | 
| Conductivity uS/cm 20 C    |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 78.000  | 116.917  | 218.000  | 
| Copper                                mg Cu/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.001    | 0.002    | 0.009    | 
| Cyanide ug/l |  AS |  72     |  73    | |  0      |  0.000  | < 1.700 | <  1.804 | 2.800    | 
| Dicamba ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Dichlorprop ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 0.005    | 
| Diflufenican ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 0.004    | 
| Diuron ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 0.004    | 
| E. coli No./100 ml    |   S |  96     |  96    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Enterococci                           No./100ml     |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Epoxiconazole ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    |   |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.004 | <  0.024 | 
| Fenpropimorph ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Fluoride                              mg F/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.072    | 0.086    | 0.104    | 
| Fluroxypyr ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.004   | 0.008    | 0.018    | 
| Free - Residual disinfectant          mg Cl/l       |   S |  96     |  96    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.050    | 0.344 | 0.760    | 
| Glyphosate ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.004 | 0.011    | 
| Hydrogen Ion pH value      |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 7.150   | 7.489    | 7.990    | 
| Iron ug Fe/l       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  2.000 | < 13.440 | 58.270   | 
| Isoproturon ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Lead                                  ug Pb/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  1.754 | 9.044    | 
| Linuron ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | < 0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| MCPA ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.013 | 0.057    | 
| MCPB ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    |     |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Manganese ug Mn/l       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.380   | 1.309    | 17.470   | 
| Mecoprop ug/l          |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.004 | 0.025    | 
| Mercury                               ug/l Hg       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.020 | 0.060   | 
| Metalaxyl ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Metamitron ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metazachlor ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metoxuron ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Metribuzin ug/l |  AS |  72     |  71    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Nickel       ug Ni/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.225    | 0.352    | 0.490    | 
| Nitrate mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.117    | 1.412    | 2.010    | 
| Nitrite mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | 
| Odour                                 Diln No       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| PAH - Sum of four substances          ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.000 | <  0.003 | <  0.010 | 
| Pendimethalin                         ug/l |  AS |  72     |  71    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.025 | 
| Pesticides - Total Substances         ug/l          |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.056 | 0.306    | 
| Phorate                               ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Pirimicarb ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                        WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0108 - Belfast Purdysburn | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| Propachlor ug/l |  AS |  72     |  71    |      |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Propiconazole ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Propyzamide ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 0.006    | 
| Prothioconazole ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| Selenium ug/l Se       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.200 | <  0.298 | 0.599    | 
| Sodium mg Na/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 5.950    | 7.221    | 9.180    | 
| Sulphate mg SO4/l      |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 15.277  | 20.924   | 29.100   | 
| Taste Diln No       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Tebuconazole ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.003 | <  0.018 | 
| Tetrachloroethene/Trichloroethene - S ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | 
| Tetrachloromethane ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  96     |  96    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.070    | 0.423  | 0.940    | 
| Total Indicative Dose                 mSv/year      |  AS |  3      |  3     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total Organic Carbon                  mg C/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.050   | 1.335    | 1.710    | 
| Total Trihalomethanes                 ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 33.710   | 47.628   | 62.010   | 
| Total coliforms No./100 ml    |   S |  96     |  96    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Triclopyr ug/l |  AS |  72     |  72    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.005 | 0.018    | 
| Tritium Bq/l |  AS |  3      |  3     | |  0      |  0.000  | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | 
| Turbidity NTU |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.090   | 0.132    | 0.220    | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 

Commentary on Water Quality: 

A: Supply point authorisation for pesticides and related products. 

Population of zone =  39006 

This zone has a surface water source :R2308 

PCV Exceedances: 
Water Quality was satisfactory 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: 
PCV = Prescribed Concentration or Value 
U   = Undertaking 
S   = Standard Sampling Frequency 
R   = Reduced Sampling Frequency 
A   = Authorised Supply Point 



2017 WATER SUPPLY COMMENTARY 

ZS0401 - Drumaroad Bangor 

The water supplied in this zone within the Ards & North Down council area complied with all the 
physical-chemical and microbiological standards laid down in the Water Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2007 (as amended) except for the following parameter(s):- 

Aluminium and Iron – two sample exceedances 

Investigations found that these exceedances were most likely caused by a temporary disturbance 
of mains deposits, with resamples being satisfactory without flushing 

Total coliforms – two exceedances and E. coli – single exceedance 

Total coliforms are an indication of microbiological contamination.  Exceedances can occur when 
there are problems with disinfection of the water supply or where the sample tap is contaminated. 
Most t otal c oliform /  E C oli ex ceedances a re bec ause o f c ontamination o f t he c ustomer t ap. 
Investigation of this e xceedance found that t he w ater s upply w as s atisfactory an d that t he 
contamination was most likely related to the customer tap. 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                         WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0401 - Drumaroad Bangor | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| 1,2 Dichloroethane                    ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| 2,4-D ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| 2,4-DB       ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Aluminium ug Al/l       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  2      |  2.632  | 17.290   | 56.177   | 493.500  | 
| Ammonium mg NH4/l      |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Antimony ug/l Sb       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.055    | 0.067    | 0.077    | 
| Arsenic ug/l As       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.300 | <  0.300 | <  0.300 | 
| Asulam ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.009    | 
| Bentazone ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Benzene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | 
| Benzo(a)pyrene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     |     |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Boron mg/l B        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.004   | 0.005    | 0.006    | 
| Bromate ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.550    | 0.928    | 1.100    | 
| Bromoxynil ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Cadmium ug/l Cd       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.017    | 0.025    | 0.034    | 
| Chloride mg Cl/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 8.180    | 9.809    | 11.675   | 
| Chlorotoluron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chlorpyrifos ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chromium                              ug/l Cr       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.090   | 0.145    | 0.254    | 
| Clopyralid ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 0.017    | 
| Clostridium perfringens (sulph red)   No./100 ml    |  AS |  365    |  365   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Colony Counts 22 No./1 ml      |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 4.382    | 228.000  | 
| Colony Counts 37 (48hrs) No./1 ml      |   S |  76     |  76    |   |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.487    | 20.000   | 
| Colour                                mg/l Pt/Co    |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.500   | 0.801    | 1.550    | 
| Conductivity  uS/cm 20 C    |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 76.000   | 107.000  | 167.000  | 
| Copper mg Cu/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.001   | 0.012    | 0.058 | 
| Cyanide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  25    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  1.700 | <  2.004 | 2.800    | 
| Dicamba ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Dichlorprop ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Diflufenican ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Diuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| E. coli    No./100 ml    |   S |  204    |  204   | |  1      |  0.490  | 0.000    | 0.005    | 1.000    | 
| Enterococci No./100ml     |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Epoxiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.003 | <  0.024 | 
| Fenpropimorph ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Fluoride mg F/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.073   | 0.086    | 0.101    | 
| Fluroxypyr                   ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.007    | 
| Free - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  204    |  204   | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.374 | 0.830    | 
| Glyphosate ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Hydrogen Ion pH value      |   S |  76     |  76    |   |  0      |  0.000  | 6.940    | 7.462    | 7.890    | 
| Iron ug Fe/l       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  2      |  2.632  | 1.880   | 49.169   | 889.700  | 
| Isoproturon ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Lead ug Pb/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.078   | 0.985    | 5.982    | 
| Linuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | < 0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| MCPA ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 0.001    | 
| MCPB ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Manganese ug Mn/l       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.220    | 1.615    | 30.570   | 
| Mecoprop ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Mercury              ug/l Hg       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.006    | 0.017    | 0.065    | 
| Metalaxyl ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | < 0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Metamitron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metazachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    |     |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metoxuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Metribuzin ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Nickel ug Ni/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.201   | 0.588    | 1.916   | 
| Nitrate mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.130   | 1.412    | 2.140    | 
| Nitrite mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | 
| Odour                                 Diln No       |   S |  76     |  77    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| PAH - Sum of four substances          ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.000 | <  0.003 | <  0.010 | 
| Pendimethalin ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 0.003    | 
| Pesticides - Total Substances         ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.050 | < 0.050 | 
| Phorate                               ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Pirimicarb ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                         WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0401 - Drumaroad Bangor | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
|     |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| Propachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Propiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Propyzamide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Prothioconazole       ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| Selenium ug/l Se       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.157   | 0.229    | 0.328    | 
| Sodium mg Na/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 5.860   | 6.903    | 8.304    | 
| Sulphate mg SO4/l      |   S |  8      |  8     |      |  0      |  0.000  | 14.114   | 19.558   | 25.795   | 
| Taste Diln No       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Tebuconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.018 | 
| Tetrachloroethene/Trichloroethene - S ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | 
| Tetrachloromethane ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  204    |  204   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.050    | 0.439    | 0.880    | 
| Total Indicative Dose                 mSv/year      |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total Organic Carbon                  mg C/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.040    | 1.305    | 1.450    | 
| Total Trihalomethanes                 ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 33.510  | 45.090   | 61.510   | 
| Total coliforms No./100 ml    |   S |  204    |  204   | |  2      |  0.980  | 0.000    | 0.044    | 8.000    | 
| Triclopyr ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Tritium Bq/l          |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | 
| Turbidity NTU |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.080    | 0.227    | 3.590    | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 

Commentary on Water Quality: 

A: Supply point authorisation for pesticides and related products. 

Population of zone =  82570 

This zone has a surface water source :R3302 

PCV Exceedances: 
Sample failed 14-MAR-2017 (ZS0401AE) Aluminium = 359 ug Al/. 
Sample failed 06-SEP-2017 (ZS0401AE) Aluminium = 494 ug Al/. 
Sample failed 24-JUL-2017 (ZS0401AE) E. coli = 1 No./100. 
Sample failed 14-MAR-2017 (ZS0401AE) Iron = 890 ug Fe/. 
Sample failed 06-SEP-2017 (ZS0401AE) Iron = 689 ug Fe/. 
Sample failed 28-FEB-2017 (ZS0401AE) Total coliforms = 8 No./100. 
Sample failed 24-JUL-2017 (ZS0401AE) Total coliforms = 1 No./100. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: 
PCV = Prescribed Concentration or Value 
U   = Undertaking 
S   = Standard Sampling Frequency 
R   = Reduced Sampling Frequency 
A   = Authorised Supply Point 



2017 WATER SUPPLY COMMENTARY 

ZS0404 - Drumaroad Ards 

The water supplied in this zone within the Ards & North Down council area complied with all the 
physical-chemical and microbiological standards laid down in the Water Supply (Water Quality) 
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2007 (as amended) except for the following parameter(s):- 

Copper – single exceedance 

This exceedance was most likely due to the presence of relatively new copper pipework inside 
this property.  It should be noted that new pipes release considerably more copper than old pipes, 
which can potentially lead to a slight metallic taste or discolouration of the water.  The release will 
generally dec rease w ith t ime as  t he pr otective c orrosion l ayer dev elops, t ypically within s ix 
months.  Resamples were satisfactory. 

Iron – single exceedance 

Investigations found t hat t his exceedance was m ost l ikely c aused by  a di sturbance o f m ains 
deposits from older iron mains, with resamples being satisfactory af ter flushing if required.  N I 
Water has  i n pl ace an ex tensive M ains Rehabilitation Programme, w hich favours m ains 
replacement a nd z ones ar e pr ioritised ac cording t o n eed.  This pr ogramme w ill c ontinue t o 
maintain and improve the quality of water in your council area over the next few years. 

Lead – single exceedance 

Lead exceedances in the distribution system are normally due t o old lead service pipes in the 
customer properties.  NI Water carries out orthophosphoric acid dosing at all its water treatment 
works to reduce the uptake of lead from old pipes like these.  This exceedance was most likely 
due to internal lead piping. 

Manganese – single sample exceedance 

Investigations found t hat t his exceedance was m ost l ikely c aused by  a di sturbance o f m ains 
deposits from older iron mains, with resamples being satisfactory af ter flushing if required.  N I 
Water has  i n pl ace an ex tensive M ains Rehabilitation Programme, w hich favours m ains 
replacement a nd z ones ar e pr ioritised ac cording t o n eed.  This pr ogramme w ill c ontinue t o 
maintain and improve the quality of water in your council area over the next few years. 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                          WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0404 - Drumaroad Ards | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl.   | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| 1,2 Dichloroethane                    ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| 2,4-D ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| 2,4-DB ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Aluminium         ug Al/l       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 10.140   | 44.757   | 125.100  | 
| Ammonium mg NH4/l      |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 0.031    | 
| Antimony ug/l Sb       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.055   | 0.067    | 0.083    | 
| Arsenic ug/l As       |   S |  8      |  8     |  |  0      |  0.000  | 0.268    | <  0.295 | <  0.300 | 
| Asulam ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.009    | 
| Bentazone ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Benzene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | 
| Benzo(a)pyrene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Boron mg/l B        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.004    | 0.006    | 0.007    | 
| Bromate ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.440   | 0.891    | 1.300    | 
| Bromoxynil ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Cadmium ug/l Cd       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.019   | 0.035    | 0.071    | 
| Chloride mg Cl/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 8.309    | 10.374   | 12.059   | 
| Chlorotoluron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | < 0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chlorpyrifos ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chromium                              ug/l Cr       |   S |  8      |  8     |      |  0      |  0.000  | 0.119    | 0.145    | 0.188    | 
| Clopyralid ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 0.017    | 
| Clostridium perfringens (sulph red)   No./100 ml    |  AS |  365    |  365   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Colony Counts 22 No./1 ml      |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.289    | 17.000   | 
| Colony Counts 37 (48hrs) No./1 ml      |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.092    | 4.000    | 
| Colour                                mg/l Pt/Co    |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.500    | 0.889    | 2.140    | 
| Conductivity                          uS/cm 20 C    |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 75.000  | 105.603  | 167.000  | 
| Copper mg Cu/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  1      |  12.500 | 0.001    | 0.281    | 2.178    | 
| Cyanide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  25    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  1.700 | <  2.004 | 2.800    | 
| Dicamba       ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Dichlorprop ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Diflufenican ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Diuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| E. coli No./100 ml    |   S |  204    |  204   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Enterococci       No./100ml     |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Epoxiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.003 | < 0.024 | 
| Fenpropimorph ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Fluoride mg F/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.074    | 0.082    | 0.101    | 
| Fluroxypyr                            ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.007    | 
| Free - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  204    |  204   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.050    | 0.393    | 0.900    | 
| Glyphosate ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Hydrogen Ion pH value      |   S |  76     |  77    | |  0      |  0.000  | 6.850    | 7.499 | 7.900    | 
| Iron ug Fe/l       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  1      |  1.316 | 1.870    | 29.673   | 275.500  | 
| Isoproturon ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Lead ug Pb/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  1      |  12.500 | 0.064    | 2.607    | 17.505   | 
| Linuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| MCPA ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 0.001    | 
| MCPB ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Manganese ug Mn/l       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  1      |  1.316  | 0.120   | 4.084    | 224.700  | 
| Mecoprop ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    |               |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Mercury ug/l Hg       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.005   | 0.014    | 0.039    | 
| Metalaxyl ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Metamitron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metazachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metoxuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      | 0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Metribuzin ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Nickel ug Ni/l       |   S | 8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.196    | 1.409    | 4.622    | 
| Nitrate mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.128   | 1.313    | 1.680    | 
| Nitrite         mg/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | 
| Odour                                 Diln No       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| PAH - Sum of four substances          ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.000 | <  0.002 | <  0.010 | 
| Pendimethalin ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 0.003    | 
| Pesticides - Total Substances         ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.050 | < 0.050 | 
| Phorate                               ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Pirimicarb ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                          WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0404 - Drumaroad Ards | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| Propachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Propiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Propyzamide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    |               |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Prothioconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| Selenium ug/l Se       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.150    | 0.205    | 0.274    | 
| Sodium mg Na/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 5.867   | 7.460    | 8.930    | 
| Sulphate mg SO4/l      |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 15.127  | 21.334   | 26.133   | 
| Taste Diln No       |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Tebuconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.018 | 
| Tetrachloroethene/Trichloroethene - S ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | 
| Tetrachloromethane ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  204    |  204   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.090    | 0.463    | 0.950    | 
| Total Indicative Dose                 mSv/year      |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total Organic Carbon                  mg C/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.160   | 1.280    | 1.400    | 
| Total Trihalomethanes                 ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 31.610   | 43.273   | 56.910   | 
| Total coliforms No./100 ml    |   S |  204    |  204   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Triclopyr                             ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Tritium Bq/l          |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | 
| Turbidity NTU |   S |  76     |  76    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.070   | 0.167    | 1.670    | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 

Commentary on Water Quality: 

A: Supply point authorisation for pesticides and related products. 

Population of zone =  86440 

This zone has a surface water source :R3302 

PCV Exceedances: 
Sample failed 20-MAR-2017 (ZS0404AE) Copper = 2.178 mg C. 
Sample failed 13-SEP-2017 (ZS0404AE) Iron = 276 ug Fe/. 
Sample failed 06-FEB-2017 (ZS0404AE) Lead = 17.5 ug Pb. 
Sample failed 13-SEP-2017 (ZS0404AE) Manganese = 224.7 ug M. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: 
PCV = Prescribed Concentration or Value 
U   = Undertaking 
S   = Standard Sampling Frequency 
R   = Reduced Sampling Frequency 
A   = Authorised Supply Point 



 
 
2017 WATER SUPPLY COMMENTARY 

 
ZS0501 - Drumaroad Lisburn 
 
The water supplied in this zone within your council area complied with all the physical-chemical 
and microbiological s tandards l aid dow n i n t he Water S upply ( Water Q uality) R egulations 
(Northern Ireland) 2007 (as amended). 
 
  



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                         WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0501 - Drumaroad Lisburn | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| 1,2 Dichloroethane                    ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| 2,4-D ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| 2,4-DB       ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Aluminium ug Al/l       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 15.560   | 41.279   | 74.690   | 
| Ammonium mg NH4/l      |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Antimony ug/l Sb       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.051    | 0.064    | 0.074    | 
| Arsenic ug/l As       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.271   | <  0.296 | <  0.300 | 
| Asulam        ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.009    | 
| Bentazone ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Benzene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | 
| Benzo(a)pyrene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Boron mg/l B        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.005   | 0.005    | 0.006    | 
| Bromate ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.300 | <  0.809 | 1.200    | 
| Bromoxynil ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Cadmium ug/l Cd       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.017    | 0.031    | 0.042    | 
| Chloride mg Cl/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000 | 8.509    | 10.092   | 11.783   | 
| Chlorotoluron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chlorpyrifos ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chromium                              ug/l Cr       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.072   | 0.138    | 0.417    | 
| Clopyralid ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 0.017    | 
| Clostridium perfringens (sulph red)   No./100 ml    |  AS |  365    |  365   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Colony Counts 22 No./1 ml      |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 1.250    | 41.000   | 
| Colony Counts 37 (48hrs) No./1 ml      |   S |  36     |  36    |               |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.500    | 4.000    | 
| Colour mg/l Pt/Co    |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.540   | 0.842    | 2.140    | 
| Conductivity uS/cm 20 C    |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 76.000   | 111.111  | 380.000  | 
| Copper                                mg Cu/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.008 | 0.022    | 
| Cyanide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  25    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  1.700 | <  2.004 | 2.800    | 
| Dicamba ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Dichlorprop ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Diflufenican ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Diuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| E. coli        No./100 ml    |   S |  84     |  84    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Enterococci                           No./100ml     |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000 | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Epoxiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.003 | <  0.024 | 
| Fenpropimorph ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Fluoride                              mg F/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.077   | 0.087    | 0.108    | 
| Fluroxypyr      ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.007    | 
| Free - Residual disinfectant          mg Cl/l       |   S |  84     |  84    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.449 | 0.890    | 
| Glyphosate ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Hydrogen Ion pH value      |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 7.100    | 7.486    | 7.960    | 
| Iron ug Fe/l       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  1      |  2.778  | 1.620   | 28.570   | 204.400  | 
| Isoproturon ug/l  |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Lead                                  ug Pb/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.066   | 0.274    | 1.170    | 
| Linuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| MCPA ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 0.001    | 
| MCPB ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Manganese ug Mn/l       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.260    | 1.222    | 7.570    | 
| Mecoprop ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Mercury                               ug/l Hg       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.005    | 0.014    | 0.042    | 
| Metalaxyl ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Metamitron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metazachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    |       |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metoxuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Metribuzin ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Nickel ug Ni/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.131   | 0.532    | 1.011    | 
| Nitrate mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.112    | 1.437    | 2.180    | 
| Nitrite mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      | 0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | 
| Odour                                 Diln No       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| PAH - Sum of four substances          ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.000 | <  0.001 | <  0.010 | 
| Pendimethalin                         ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 0.003    | 
| Pesticides - Total Substances         ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.050 | <  0.050 | 
| Phorate                               ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Pirimicarb ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                         WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0501 - Drumaroad Lisburn | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| Propachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Propiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Propyzamide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Prothioconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| Selenium ug/l Se       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.156    | 0.223    | 0.313    | 
| Sodium mg Na/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 5.990   | 7.098    | 8.590    | 
| Sulphate mg SO4/l      |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 13.676   | 19.403 | 24.800   | 
| Taste Diln No       |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Tebuconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.018 | 
| Tetrachloroethene/Trichloroethene - S ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | 
| Tetrachloromethane ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  84     |  84    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.080    | 0.524    | 0.960    | 
| Total Indicative Dose                 mSv/year      |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total Organic Carbon                  mg C/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.973   | 1.238    | 1.440    | 
| Total Trihalomethanes                 ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     |       |  0      |  0.000  | 27.710   | 37.329   | 60.910   | 
| Total coliforms No./100 ml    |   S |  84     |  84    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.274    | 23.000   | 
| Triclopyr ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Tritium Bq/l |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | 
| Turbidity NTU |   S |  36     |  36    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.080    | 0.144    | 0.520    | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 

Commentary on Water Quality: 

A: Supply point authorisation for pesticides and related products. 

Population of zone =  31107 

This zone has a surface water source :R3302 

PCV Exceedances: 
Sample failed 07-JUN-2017 (ZS0501AE) Iron = 204 ug Fe/. 
Sample failed 19-JUL-2017 (ZS0501AE) Total coliforms = 23 No./100. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: 
PCV = Prescribed Concentration or Value 
U   = Undertaking 
S   = Standard Sampling Frequency 
R   = Reduced Sampling Frequency 
A   = Authorised Supply Point 
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The water supplied in this zone within your council area complied with all the physical-chemical 
and microbiological s tandards l aid dow n i n t he Water S upply ( Water Q uality) R egulations 
(Northern Ireland) 2007 (as amended). 
 
 
  
 
 
  



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                      WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0601 - Drumaroad Ballynahinch | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| 1,2 Dichloroethane                    ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| 2,4-D ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| 2,4-DB ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Aluminium ug Al/l       |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 10.680  | 41.599   | 113.900  | 
| Ammonium        mg NH4/l      |   S |  52     |  53    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 0.027    | 
| Antimony ug/l Sb       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.047  | 0.070    | 0.138    | 
| Arsenic ug/l As       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.300 | <  0.312 | 0.398    | 
| Asulam ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.009    | 
| Bentazone ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Benzene     ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | <  0.020 | 
| Benzo(a)pyrene ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Boron mg/l B        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.004   | 0.006    | 0.013    | 
| Bromate ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.460    | 0.773    | 1.100    | 
| Bromoxynil ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Cadmium ug/l Cd       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.018    | 0.030    | 0.035    | 
| Chloride mg Cl/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 8.305   | 11.558   | 25.213   | 
| Chlorotoluron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chlorpyrifos ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Chromium                              ug/l Cr       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.089   | 0.167    | 0.380    | 
| Clopyralid ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 0.017    | 
| Clostridium perfringens (sulph red)   No./100 ml    |  AS |  365    |  365   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Colony Counts 22 No./1 ml      |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.192    | 4.000    | 
| Colony Counts 37 (48hrs) No./1 ml      |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.058 | 1.000    | 
| Colour                                mg/l Pt/Co    |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.500   | 0.863    | 2.250    | 
| Conductivity                          uS/cm 20 C    |   S |  52     |  52    |      |  0      |  0.000  | 74.000   | 169.577  | 434.000  | 
| Copper mg Cu/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.011 | 0.025    | 
| Cyanide ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  25    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  1.700 | <  2.004 | 2.800    | 
| Dicamba ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | <  0.012 | 
| Dichlorprop ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Diflufenican ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Diuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| E. coli No./100 ml    |   S |  132    |  132   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Enterococci No./100ml     |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Epoxiconazole     ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.003 | <  0.024 | 
| Fenpropimorph ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Fluoride mg F/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.023   | 0.074    | 0.090    | 
| Fluroxypyr                            ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    |  |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.005 | <  0.005 | 0.007    | 
| Free - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  132    |  132   | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.504 | 1.010    | 
| Glyphosate                            ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Hydrogen Ion pH value      |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 7.210   | 7.522    | 8.050 | 
| Iron ug Fe/l       |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 1.590   | 21.964   | 159.400  | 
| Isoproturon ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Lead ug Pb/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.072   | 0.183    | 0.697    | 
| Linuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| MCPA ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 0.001    | 
| MCPB      ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Manganese ug Mn/l       |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.160    | 0.783    | 3.400    | 
| Mecoprop ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | <  0.001 | 
| Mercury ug/l Hg       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.019 | 0.056    | 
| Metalaxyl ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Metamitron ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metazachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 
| Metoxuron ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Metribuzin ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    |    |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Nickel ug Ni/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.950 | 1.684    | 
| Nitrate mg/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.400 | <  1.234 | 1.750    | 
| Nitrite mg/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | <  0.010 | 
| Odour                                 Diln No       |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| PAH - Sum of four substances          ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.000 | <  0.001 | <  0.010 | 
| Pendimethalin ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.003 | <  0.003 | 0.003    | 
| Pesticides - Total Substances         ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.050 | <  0.050 | <  0.050 | 
| Phorate                               ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Pirimicarb ug/l          |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 



+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                      WATER SUPPLY ZONE - ZS0601 - Drumaroad Ballynahinch | 
|  Printed On 22-JAN-2018 : NI Water : Period 01-JAN-2017 to 31-DEC-2017 incl. | 
| | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+--------------------------------+ 
| Parameter                                           |U/A  | No. of  | No. of |     PCV       | No. Of  | % of    |       Concentration or value   | 
|                                                     | &   | samples |samples |               | samples | samples |           (all samples)        | 
| |Freq.| planned |taken in| |contraven|contraven+----------+----------+----------+ 
| |     |per annum| year   |       Auth Dep|ing PCV  |ing PCV  |   Min.   |   Mean   |   Max.   | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 
| Propachlor ug/l |  AS |  24     |  23    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Propiconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Propyzamide ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | 
| Prothioconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | <  0.006 | 
| Selenium ug/l Se       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.154   | 0.220    | 0.392    | 
| Sodium mg Na/l       |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 5.887    | 8.057    | 17.216   | 
| Sulphate mg SO4/l      |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 13.220  | 27.968   | 99.691   | 
| Taste Diln No       |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000   | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Tebuconazole ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    |   |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.002 | <  0.002 | <  0.018 | 
| Tetrachloroethene/Trichloroethene - S ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | <  0.200 | 
| Tetrachloromethane ug/l          |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total - Residual disinfectant mg Cl/l       |   S |  132    |  132   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.070    | 0.601  | 1.710    | 
| Total Indicative Dose                 mSv/year      |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.100 | < 0.100 | <  0.100 | 
| Total Organic Carbon                  mg C/l        |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.798    | 1.322    | 2.920    | 
| Total Trihalomethanes                 ug/l |   S |  8      |  8     | |  0      |  0.000  | 25.410  | 36.946   | 55.100   | 
| Total coliforms No./100 ml    |   S |  132    |  132   | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.000    | 0.000    | 0.000    | 
| Triclopyr ug/l |  AS |  24     |  24    | |  0      |  0.000  | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | <  0.004 | 
| Tritium              Bq/l          |  AS |  1      |  1     | |  0      |  0.000  | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | < 10.000 | 
| Turbidity NTU |   S |  52     |  52    | |  0      |  0.000  | 0.070   | 0.147    | 0.660    | 
+-----------------------------------------------------+-----+---------+--------+---------------+---------+---------+----------+----------+----------+ 

Commentary on Water Quality: 

A: Supply point authorisation for pesticides and related products. 

Population of zone =  55399 

This zone has a surface water source :R3302 

PCV Exceedances: 
Water Quality was satisfactory 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: 
PCV = Prescribed Concentration or Value 
U   = Undertaking 
S   = Standard Sampling Frequency 
R   = Reduced Sampling Frequency 
A   = Authorised Supply Point 
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ITEM 10  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Environmental Health Protection and 
Development. 

Date of Report 24 August 2018 

File Reference CW39 

Legislation Food Safety (NI) Order 1991 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☐         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
N/A 

Subject Consultation on the Food Law Code of Practice 
(Northern Ireland) 

Attachments Consultation Response 
 
The Food Standards Agency (FSA) is currently seeking comments on the proposed 
revision of the statutory Food Law Code of Practice (Northern Ireland).  The Code 
sets out the criteria that local authorities need to follow when planning and carrying 
out their food law regulatory responsibilities 
 
The main changes relate to procedures for food business registration and the risk 
assessment tool used to determine the minimum inspection frequency for individual 
food establishments. 
 
The Northern Ireland Food Managers Group (NIFMG), which has representation 
from all 11 Councils, has considered the proposals and have formed some initial 
views which are incorporated into the attached response. 
 
The full consultation document can be accessed at: - 
http://www.food.gov.uk/news-alerts/consultations/regulating-our-future-amendments-
to-the-food-law-code-of-practice-northern-ireland 
 
 

http://www.food.gov.uk/news-alerts/consultations/regulating-our-future-amendments-to-the-food-law-code-of-practice-northern-ireland
http://www.food.gov.uk/news-alerts/consultations/regulating-our-future-amendments-to-the-food-law-code-of-practice-northern-ireland
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Council approve the response to the Food Standards 
Agency’s Consultation on the Food Law Code of Practice (Northern Ireland).  
 



 

 

 

Consultation on the Food Law Code of Practice (Northern Ireland) 
 
Closing Date 27th September 2018 
 

 

Ards and North Down Borough Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the 
revised Food Law Code of Practice for Northern Ireland.  
 
Q1 The FSA would like to obtain your views on any perceived barriers that 

could hinder the effective implementation and administration of the 
online registration service? 

 
Council agree with FSA that there is a need to create a better and consistent way to 
register new food businesses in Northern Ireland.  
 
As the FSA is aware, two Councils in Northern Ireland (Mid and East Antrim Borough 
Council and Antrim and Newtownabbey Borough Council) have agreed to pilot the 
online registration process on behalf of Northern Ireland Councils.  This pilot has not 
yet commenced, and it is therefore difficult to determine the problems, benefits and 
outcomes associated with online registration at this early stage.  The timing of this 
pilot limits the Council in providing a comprehensive and informed response to FSA.  
 
Council agree that modernisation using electronic means of registration should be an 
option for businesses, however the Council believes this should not be the only 
option nor should businesses be compelled to use the online registration option. 
 
All Councils in Northern Ireland have experienced problems with registration of food 
businesses and the main barriers perceived include: 
 
• English not the first language – quite often Environmental Health Officers (EHOs) 

are faced with situations where the Food Business Operator (FBO) cannot read 
or write in English and the EHO has to explain the registration form or indeed, on 
some occasions, fill in the form on behalf of the FBO and ask them to sign it.  
With online registration, additional questions will have to be asked leading to 
possibly more confusion and lack of understanding on behalf of the FBO. 
 

• literacy issues – some FBOs cannot read and interpret basic information and 
instructions on written hard copy forms.  This will be further complicated using 
information technology where the FBO will require not just an understanding of 
English but have basic information technology skills.  Council is concerned that 
those without the necessary computer skills will struggle with the reformed online 
process. 
 

• Interactive online process – it is understood that the FBO will use the online 
process to provide information about their business and update information about 
the business.  Council is concerned about the length of time it will take a 
business to register using the online process.  Hard copy forms are seen as a 
quick and relatively easy way of registering the business and quite often the EHO 
can obtain a completed form at the time of an intervention at the premises.   



 

 

 
• Incorrect or incomplete information provided – It is understood that Councils will 

have an opportunity to validate some of the information before accepting the 
registration.  Rejecting the registration form online may lead to delayed 
registration for the business, resulting in the Council having to follow up on the 
registration either in person or by telephone.  This may incur additional officer 
time.  

 
 
Q2 The FSA would like your opinion on whether you consider that 

enhancing registration through the online service will have the desired 
effect of increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the registration 
process? 

 
Without the results of the online registration pilot being undertaken by two Councils 
in Northern Ireland this Council is not in a position to make an evidence-based 
comment on the effectiveness and efficiency of the registration process.   
 
However, the Northern Ireland Food Managers Group (NIFMG), which has 
representation from all 11 Councils, has formed some initial views regarding the 
online process.  Council would support these views, which are as follows: 
 

• NIFMG would like a periodic review of the online registration process with the 
FSA to discuss emerging issues or suggested improvements.  The group has 
early concerns about future problems with the receipt, processing and 
accuracy of data but until the pilot is complete the group is unable to provide 
a detailed response to FSA.   

 
• It is envisaged that online registration will have a significant impact on the 

timing of Registration.  The process of completing the registration forms 
online by the FBO may take longer than completion of a hard copy form, 
which is done often at the time of an intervention.  This may result in delays 
of the first intervention being carried out on the establishment or require an 
additional visit to the establishment. 

 
• NIFMG believe that communicating the availability of the online registration to 

businesses will be problematic and any suggestion of a media campaign at a 
one point in time approach will not address how future food business 
operators become aware of the registration process.  A method of advising 
potential Food Business Operators of the requirement of online registration 
would need to be developed and have on going resources to ensure its 
success.  The group believes that licensing of food businesses should be 
further considered and that a registration fee may assist with ensuring that 
businesses do register. 

 
• NIFMG is aware of a similar online process that has been developed for the 

registration of tobacco retailers in Northern Ireland as part tobacco control 
legislation.  It was envisaged that business operators could log onto a site 
and provide the necessary information about their business.  The concept 
was designed and aimed at reducing the manual inputting of data.  



 

 

Experience of this process is that it has had the opposite effect.  The majority 
of tobacco retailers opted for the completion of a manual form, avoiding the 
information technology route of registration.  NIFMG is not aware of any 
studies done to discover why businesses preferred the manual route. 

 
Q3       No question has been allocated this number in the consultation  
 
 
Q4       No question has been allocated this number in the consultation  
 
 
Q5 The FSA would like stakeholders to consider the proposed description 

of full compliance and give their opinion as to whether food businesses 
that achieve this level of compliance should be considered as fully 
compliant? 

 
Council agree with the proposal of the descriptor of ‘Full Compliance’ being scored 
as 5; 5; 5 or 0; 0; 0 or a combination of these.  Council agree that businesses 
meeting this level of compliance should be considered as ‘Fully Compliant’.  
 
 
Q6 Do you think food businesses should be recognised for sustained 

compliance if they are assessed to be fully compliant at the last 2 
interventions and over a minimum period of 3 years? 

 
Council agree in principle with the proposal, however is unsure how this approach 
will merge with the application of Alternative Enforcement Strategies already 
provided for in the Code.  
 
Council would seek to clarify what FSA mean by “interventions”.  It is assumed that 
the meaning relates to two interventions during which the establishment would be 
risk assessed.  Council would agree with this proposal but would not agree to two 
interventions in any other scenario e.g. a food hygiene revisit. 
 
Council would like the Code to reflect upon instances where a Council was unable to 
perform an intervention in a timely manner, in order for the business to meet the 
three-year period.  Some degree of flexibility is needed, where the business has 
been unable to receive its second intervention within three years and it should not be 
penalised for this.  Further consideration should be given to establishments in the 
risk category D.  Under the current Code of Practice these establishments will 
receive primary intervention every two years, after which they receive a risk rating. 
Council would assume that the implementation of a three-year minimum period 
would not impact on these establishments being able to demonstrate fully compliant 
status.   
 
The wording contained within the table 5.6.1 Part 3 Section C of the Code, refers to: 
  
“Establishments that have demonstrated full compliance at the last 2 
interventions and have maintained this for 3 years”.  
 



 

 

The wording in the question refers to a “minimum period of 3 years”.  Council seeks 
clarity from the FSA on the exact wording that will be used. The sustained 
compliance recognition raises some concerns about maintaining the integrity of the 
statutory Food Hygiene Rating Scheme.  Council is also concerned about the 
general public’s perception that EHOs visit food establishments more often that what 
is required as a minimum in the code of practice.  The integrity of the Food Hygiene 
Rating Scheme is important to the success of the scheme.  The Food Hygiene 
Rating System has become increasingly recognised and understood by consumers 
throughout Northern Ireland.  The information provided by the scheme is seen as 
current and displays a current reflection of the hygiene standards within the 
establishment.  Council would not wish to see the scheme undermined nor 
discredited by any changes to the Code. 
 
 
Q7 What scale of recognition do you think food businesses should receive 

to their total risk rating score if they are assessed as fully compliant?  
Should it be -5, -10 or -20? 

 
The NIFMG has considered these options and Council would endorse their 
comments as follows: 
 

• NIFMG believes that a score of minus 5 should be applied.  The group has 
reviewed the revised proposed document and notes that section 5.6.1 part 3c 
does not make any provision for a minus 5 score.  This may be an error with 
the document. 

 
• The FSA has provided some figures within the content of the consultation.  It 

was initially unclear what these figures related to, but after consultation with 
FSANI, it is understood the figures relate to England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland combined.  NIFMG is disappointed that the FSA was unable to provide 
figures solely for Northern Ireland but can understand some of the restraints in 
examining statistical information based on a specific data set.  

 
• In order to form an opinion from a Northern Ireland perspective, NIFMG has 

provided data produced by two Councils in Northern Ireland to the FSA. 
Based on this data NIFMG would recommend that a recognition score of 
minus 5 be applied.  This will provide the recognition to businesses but will 
also reduce the impact of any changes to the number of interventions.  
NIFMG is mindful of protecting the integrity of the Food Hygiene Rating 
Scheme and maintaining compliance within food businesses. 

 
• It is envisaged that minus scoring will have an impact on the number of 

interventions carried out on food establishments.  NIFMG believe that the 
enforcement function carried out in Northern Ireland is robust and that 
Councils are able to maintain the current levels of inspection programme.  
Any changes to the scoring of premises may have a negative impact of future 
resource allocations to the food safety service and in turn may impact 
negatively upon the hygiene standards in food establishments and consumer 
confidence.  NIFMG would like FSA to be mindful of the current standards in 
Northern Ireland, reflected by the Food Hygiene Rating Scheme scores and 



 

 

LAEMS returns.  The group would also point out that Northern Ireland is in a 
different position to the rest of the UK when delivering upon its statutory 
obligations under the current code of practice as the required level of 
inspection frequencies are being maintained. Any future changes to the Code 
should not serve to undermine the future performance of Northern Ireland 
Councils in the delivery of its statutory food safety obligations.  

 
• Consideration should be given to EU approved establishments to avoid 

applying minus scoring to these types of establishments.  NIFMG 
recommends that the changes to the Code do not impact upon the number of 
interventions carried out on approved establishments and if necessary that 
separate scoring criteria be applied or a capping process be introduced. 

 
 
Q8 The FSA would invite views on whether the respondent agrees with 

treating fully compliant businesses differently in these circumstances, 
and the likely positives and negatives of the effects of this proposal? 

 
 Council has identified the positives and negatives below: 
 
Positives  
 

• Reduction of burden on the administrative food businesses and Environmental 
Health. 

• Recognition for those business who sustain levels of compliance. 
 

Negatives  
 

• In the case of Care establishments, less frequent interventions carried out on 
businesses who look after the most vulnerable in the community. 

• General public confidence maybe affected by the knowledge that the enforcing 
authority is not visiting establishments as frequently. 

• In Northern Ireland the mandatory Food Hygiene Rating Scheme has gained 
great recognition from the public and is a tool designed to provide consumer 
confidence and choice.  Information on the date of the last intervention is 
displayed with the score on the FSA ratings website.  The perception of the 
general public is that businesses are frequently visited by Councils to ensure 
compliance and scores are updated regularity and that these accurately reflect 
standards within the business.  The introduction of minus scores along with 
previously implemented changes to the Code, have and will further reduce the 
number of interventions carried out on businesses.  This may serve to undermine 
consumer confidence in the Food Hygiene Rating scheme. 

 
 
Q9 The FSA would welcome any documented evidence that would 

substantiate the view that there has been any decline in compliance 
levels within health care establishments. 

 
Council would highlight reports on several high profile outbreaks of Listeria that have 
occurred in Northern Ireland Care establishments within the last 10 years.   



 

 

 
http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/ListeriaReport.pdf  
 
http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/Gastro%20report%202012%20re
vised%2024122013_0.pdf 
 
Published reports from The Regulation and Quality Improvement Authority (RQIA) 
have shown a decrease in care standards within some nursing homes in Northern 
Ireland.  This decrease has been attributed to management of these establishments 
and has resulted in actions being taken by regulators to introduce measures to 
address the decline in standards.  The full reports can be found at 
https://www.rqia.org.uk/inspections/view-inspections-as/map/ 
 
 
Q10 Given the issues that exist with the application of this scoring factor, 

what are your views on retaining this in the food hygiene risk 
assessment scheme? 

 
Council would recommend the score is retained. 
 
FSA has indicated that the use of the score has been incorrect, but Council has no 
evidence to suggest that this is the case in the borough.   
 
Without this additional scoring factor, it would be difficult for premises to be 
categorised as “A” risk category.  The retention of the additional score is therefore 
seen as important for higher risk premises.   
 
The correct application of the score can be achieved through additional training for 
officers and clearer wording around its application in the Code.  The Council would 
suggest future considerations for the score could include its inclusion in a premises 
score, where allergen compliance was found to be an issue. 
 
 
Q 11 If the additional score is applied for reasons other than a risk factor, 

what are the perceived benefits and what alternative, measures could be 
used to capture this instead? 

 
See question 10 answer.  
 
 
 
 
Q12 The FSA believes that officers will already be interpreting the risk 

assessment approach to apply this risk factor to food businesses that 
lack a necessary process and this revision of the text will not result in 
any substantial change in inspection frequencies for business.  The FSA 
would welcome any evidence to the contrary. 

 
 Council has no evidence to the contrary. 
 

http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/ListeriaReport.pdf
http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/Gastro%20report%202012%20revised%2024122013_0.pdf
http://www.publichealth.hscni.net/sites/default/files/Gastro%20report%202012%20revised%2024122013_0.pdf
https://www.rqia.org.uk/inspections/view-inspections-as/map/


 

 

 
Q13 The FSA would welcome any documentary evidence to support the use 

of a minimum score for the non-registration of a food business. 
 
Non-registration is not widely enforced due to the costs and time associated with the 
complex legal processes for what could be perceived a minor offence.   
 
 
 
Q14 The FSA would welcome your views as to whether you think the use of a 

minimum score for non-registration would have enough impact, and if 
so, which score would you consider most appropriate? 

 
The introduction of a minimum score is likely to have an impact on the 
establishment’s Food Hygiene Rating Scheme score.  This could have a negative 
impact on new start-up businesses.  The reasons for non-registration would need to 
be explored.  Often new food businesses are not aware of the legal responsibilities 
placed upon them.   
 
Any changes to scoring for registration would require amendment to the food 
hygiene rating scheme guidance. 
 
 
Q15 If the additional score is applied to the CIM score for non-registration, 

what are the perceived benefits and what alternative measures could be 
used to increase proactive registration and to improve initial FHRS 
ratings? 

 
 Council would consider the possible benefits to include: 
 
• Increase in registrations – this is an unknown or quantifiable without some 

research or trials.  
• Increased applications for Food Hygiene Rating Scheme revisits – possible 

additional revenue stream for the Council depending on volume of applications. 
 
However, the application of a score for a non-risk-based breach of food law may 
results in a lower food hygiene rating scheme score in a scheme that was designed 
to provide the public with information about “hygiene standards”, not an 
administrative oversight.  NIFMG would welcome discussions and considerations of 
other ways of dealing with such offences such as by way of a fixed penalty notice, 
thereby removing the complex and costly processes of taking the case to court. 

 
 
Q16 The FSA would welcome views on the most suitable measures that 

could be introduced to achieve the desired effect of driving up proactive 
registrations. 

 
 Council would support the following options developed by the NIFMG: - 
 



 

 

• Licensing food businesses - the introduction of a licensing type scheme could 
give more creditability to the need to register.  It may also assist with the 
problems associated with businesses/food business operators re-registering to 
avoid poor food hygiene ratings.  

• As mentioned in question 15 the introduction of fixed penalty notices to quickly 
deal with potential offences. 

• The introduction of a payment linked to registration would provide more “value” 
and recognition to what is being offered than would be normally attributed if it was 
free. 

• A prolonged information strategy would need to be developed to ensure that 
future food business are aware of the responsibilities around registration.  

• Data sharing – HMRC, landlords, letting agents, solicitors to place a requirement 
to provide information about new food businesses or changes to food business 
operators. 

• Include recognition of registration as part of public liability insurance – seek 
confirmation before insurance can be attained. 

 
 
Q17 The FSA would welcome your views on any likely barriers to its 

implementation or any unintended consequences this data standard 
may have for a DC’s delivery of its official control programme. 

 
Without knowing the full detail of the proposed data standard, it is not possible to 
provide informed opinion.  However, consideration must be given to General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and information sharing agreements between FSA 
and District Councils.   
 
Council would welcome further engagement from FSA on what information they will 
require from District Councils in the future and what this data will be used for. 
 
 
Q18 Are there any other publicly available data sets, apart from LAEMS and 

FHRS, that could be readily accessed and usefully added to the BSC to 
improve its scope and potential? 

 
Nine of the eleven Councils in Northern Ireland all members of APSE (Association 
for Public Service Excellence) which is a not for profit local government body.  APSE 
aims to promote excellence in public services using bespoke indicators to 
benchmark the service delivered by local councils.  It provides a mix of cost, quality 
and performance data.  
 
 
 
 
Details can be accessed at: - 
 
http://apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/members-area/regions/northern-
ireland/performance-networks-in-northern-ireland/ 
 

http://apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/members-area/regions/northern-ireland/performance-networks-in-northern-ireland/
http://apse.org.uk/apse/index.cfm/members-area/regions/northern-ireland/performance-networks-in-northern-ireland/


 

 

Q19 Are there any other measurable (or at least assessable) indicators of DC 
performance besides LAEMS and FHRS that could be developed and 
used to contribute to the assessment of the effectiveness of DCs?  
These could be direct or indirect indicators and either quantitative 
and/or qualitative in nature.  

 
No 
 
 
 
General Comments 
 
 Council would seek the following: - 

 
• Clarification if any of the proposed changes to scores allocated to establishments 

will be done retrospectively or on a “going forward” basis. 
• Clarification if FSA will be engaging with software providers about changes to the 

Code.  In particular, any changes to the scoring of food establishments and 
introduction of minus scores. 

• Any changes to the Code be reviewed in conjunction with application of scores 
under Food Standards.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
       

ARDS and NORTH DOWN  
POLICING and COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP 

POLICING COMMITTEE 
 

MONDAY 25TH JUNE 2018 
 
 

A meeting of the Ards and North Down Policing and Community Partnership Policing 
Committee was held in public in Londonderry Park Pavilion, Portaferry Road, 
Newtownards, on the above date. 
 
Present: 

 
In the Chair:   Councillor R Woods (Chair) 
 
Elected Members:  Alderman W Irvine 
    Alderman I Henry 
    Councillor A Cathcart 
    Councillor T Cummings 
    Councillor J Menagh 

Councillor S Wilson 
 

Independent Members  Ms I Boyd 
Mrs L Green 
Ms L Little 
Mr A Spratt 
Mrs S Henderson 
Ms A Blayney 
 
 

Statutory Agencies Superintendent Brian Kee – PSNI 
    Inspector Rosemary Thompson - PSNI 
 
Officers in Attendance Mrs J Nixey (Head of Community and Culture) 

Mr A McCay (PCSP Officer)  
Miss J Brown (Assistant PCSP Officer) 
Mr R King (Minutes) 

 
1. APOLOGIES 
 
Apologies for inability to attend were received from Councillor Stephen Cooper, Councillor 
Nigel Edmund, Mr Owen Brady, Mr Kelvin Doherty, Mrs Nicola Dorrian and Mr Graeme 
Bannister. 

 
NOTED. 

 
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
No declarations of interest were received. 
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            NOTED.  
3. CHAIRMAN’S REMARKS 
 
The chair welcomed everyone to the meeting, particularly those members of the public in 
attendance. 

NOTED. 
 

4. MINUTES OF THE PCSP MONITORING SUB GROUP MEETING HELD IN PRIVATE 
ON THURSDAY 18TH JUNE 2018. 
 
RESOLVED on the proposal of Councillor Trevor Cummings, seconded by Mr Albert 
Spratt that the minutes be adopted. 
           AGREED. 
 
5. QUESTIONS FROM THE MONITORING SUB GROUP MEETING HELD ON 18TH 
JUNE 2018. 
 
The District Commander provided responses to the questions below. 
 
PCSP welcomes the appointment of a dedicated officer to work with reoffenders. In 
light of this, would the Commander be able to provide a breakdown of outcome 
rates to show the number of convictions, including a breakdown of outcomes in 
relation to drug trafficking and possession offences for 2017 / 2018.  
 
PSNI did not record statistics on convictions, but on outcomes. An outcome was regarded 
as one of the following methods of disposal. 
 

• Charge/summons  
• Adult cautions 
• Juvenile cautions 
• Discretionary disposals 
• Penalty notices for disorder 
• No prosecution directed 
• Offender died before proceedings 
• Complainant declined to prosecute 

 
It was highlighted that outcome figures for trafficking of drugs, possession of drugs and all 
main crime categories were listed on the crime summary table on page 2 of the End of 
Year Report. 
 
What mechanisms do PSNI use to measure confidence in Policing? How can PCSP 
help PSNI to engage more fully with the public? 
 
PSNI used a number of mechanisms to measure confidence in policing including -  
 
The Northern Ireland Crime Survey 
https://www.justice-ni.gov.uk/articles/northern-ireland-crime-survey 
 
The Omnibus Survey  
https://www.nipolicingboard.org.uk/surveys 
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Both of these surveys were used to report on data for Northern Ireland as a whole and did 
not break information down further into Policing Districts.    
 
In addition to the Northern Ireland Crime Survey and the Omnibus Survey, other 
performance information and data was collated to measure confidence and satisfaction at 
a Corporate level by Policing With the Community Branch. This enabled reporting on the 
Northern Ireland Policing Plan to the Northern Ireland Policing Board (not currently 
constituted). 
 
The type of information collated for this purpose included: 
 
• Activity undertaken to improve confidence in PSNI’s ability to provide an ordinary  
           day to day service 
 
• Activity undertaken to increase the overall level of confidence in the local police 
 
• Evidence of initiatives and outcomes implemented 
 
• Collaborative working had taken place with local communities, PCSPs and partner   
           agencies to improve confidence 
 
In practice much of the information included in District reports to PCSP would be evidence 
of the measures collated regarding confidence and satisfaction in policing.  
 
In addition to the above Policing with the Community Branch also facilitated a random 
Victim Satisfaction Survey, carried out by telephone and by text message.  
 
PCSP can help Police engage more fully with the public by continuing work around 
collaborative working with communities, by organising themed initiatives and events 
supporting Policing Plan objectives and by providing funding. 
 
Can the Commander inform the Partnership of any PSNI initiatives to raise 

awareness between motorists and cyclists to improve their relationship on the 

roads? 

 
The primary initiative during the past Financial Year and for the current reporting period 
had been the See the Cyclist campaign. 
 
It’s aim was to engage in an effort to reduce the number of injuries and fatalities amongst 
cyclists. Statistics showed that the majority of injuries and near misses were as a result of 
driver behavior, which were summarised as: 
 

• A failure to see the cyclist at all, or  
• Sees the cyclist but fails to give adequate space (less than 1.5m). 

 
Plain clothes police cyclists were used to identify instances when drivers failed to leave 
enough space when passing. Body cameras were used to record driver behavior and then 
this information was relayed to a police motorcyclist who would stop the driver and provide 
an education message or enforce where appropriate. 
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The intended outcome of the project was to educate and highlight to both drivers and 
cyclists the use of shared space on the roads, identify any potential offences, highlight 
safe distances for overtaking and to promote the advantages of rear red LED lights and hi-
viz clothing. 
 
Potential Offences for motorists included careless/inconsiderate driving through to 
dangerous driving causing GBI or death. 
 
Cyclist offences included breach of a red light. This was dealt with by a £30 non 
endorsable FPN, as a breach of sign. 
 
Careless and inconsiderate cycling, dangerous cycling, cycling without lights between 
sunset and sunrise. The campaign was and would continue to be supported by social 
media. 
 
In relation to the number of speeding offences recorded by the speed cameras on 
the A2 carriageway between Bangor and Belfast, how does this figure compare to 
previous years 2016 / 17 and 2017 /18. 
 
The figure of 600 detections was as stated in the End of Year Report for the Financial 
Year 2017/18. 
 
The detections were a combination of the SPECS system and Mobile Safety Camera 
deployments, with the greater number of detections made via SPECS.  
 
Statistics for the SPECS system only were not readily available, however for the Financial 
Year 2016/17 as a comparison there were 1074 detections.    
 
The reduction in detections could partly be explained due to necessary works on the 
SPECS System over recent weeks.  
 
It was also pointed out that the average number pf vehicle movements on the A2 were in 
the region of 20,000 to 45,000 daily dependent on the section of the road. 
 
The corresponding number of detections indicate that in general road users were adhering 
to the relevant speed limits which was positive and evidence of the effective deterrent 
provided by the SPECS System coupled with other enforcement activity. 
 
Could the PSNI promote the fact that the speed cameras are in operation on the 
Bangor to Belfast Road in response to the public perception that the cameras are 
not working? 
 
The SPECS System had been undergoing an upgrade over recent weeks and this process 
was nearing completion. A proactive media strategy had been developed around this work 
and there were plans to issue this across relevant media outlets and Social Media in the 
near future. 
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Can the Commander provide the following information: 
The number of burglaries in both domestic and business premises in the last 3 
months on the Ards Peninsula, and  
The number of burglaries both domestic and business premises in the Ards and 
North Borough in the last 3 months? 
 
There had been six residential burglaries and nine business burglaries in the Ards 
Peninsula during the last three months. 
 
During the same period 78 residential and 32 commercial properties were burgled across 
the Ards and North Down Borough. 
 
Can the Commander explain how the work of the Paramilitary Crime Task Force 

links with local policing? 

 

The District Commander understood that this question was raised following the circulation 
of a press release on 18 June 2018 highlighting that Detectives from the Paramilitary 
Crime Task Force arrested two men, aged 24 and 72, at a property in Newtownards on 
Wednesday (13th June) under the Terrorism Act. 
 
A number of items were also seized including a suspected firearm, ammunition and 
cannabis with a street value of £15,000. 
 
This search and arrest operation formed part of ongoing investigations into loyalist 
paramilitary activity and PSNI would continue to disrupt criminality linked to paramilitaries 
to try and ease fears and eliminate control exerted through these criminal activities. 

Members were made aware that the Police Service of Northern Ireland, HM Revenue & 
Customs and the National Crime Agency had established the Paramilitary Crime 
Taskforce to tackle criminality linked to paramilitarism as part of the Executive’s action 
plan on Tackling Paramilitary Activity, Criminality, and Organised Crime.  

Since 11 July 2017 the Paramilitary Crime Task Force had conducted 18 searches, made 
6 arrests and made a number of significant seizures in the Ards and North Down area 
including cash, drugs, firearms and ammunition.      

There was ongoing communication and planning with relevant PSNI colleagues and it was 
hoped to see continuing positive results from the collective efforts of those organisations 
involved.    

Detective Chief Superintendent Tim Mairs, Head of C1 Organised Crime Branch 
represented PSNI on the Tackling Paramilitary Programme Board and as a District 
Commander, Supt. Kee attended a monthly multi-agency meeting chaired by D/C/Supt 
Mairs. 
 
Could the Commander outline how coercive control of communities is measured, 
addressed and monitored and explain how we can work together to create a culture 
of lawfulness? 
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Coercive control of communities could be measured by a number of signs and symptoms, 
including reports of threats and intimidation, flow of intelligence information, Paramilitary 
Style Assaults and reports of other criminality.  
    
All of the above were monitored on a continual basis and would be addressed via a range 
of investigative and operational police activity, as explained in response to the previous 
question. 
 
He said it was no coincidence that the communities most affected by paramilitaries were 
also those suffering the highest levels of hardship, economic and social deprivation. PSNI 
were of a view that the extortion and coercive control of these groups was a contributory 
factor to this situation. 
 
Knowing and being able to evidence or prove involvement in organised criminality or 
paramilitary activity were two different things. In order to effectively and more efficiently 
target these paramilitary crime groups PSNI needed to adopt a full spectrum approach 
pooling resources and tactics amongst law enforcement agencies. The PCTF represented 
a unique opportunity to do this. 
 
Promoting Lawfulness was one of the key objectives outlined in the Executive Action Plan 
– Tackling Paramilitary Activity, Criminality and Organised Crime, under the Fresh Start 
Agreement, published in November 2015.    
 
He felt that working together was important to promote lawfulness and to generate a 
culture of lawfulness. It was important to acknowledge the role that communities and 
individual citizens played in a number of ways including reporting criminality and trusting 
and supporting the Criminal Justice System to tackle criminality. 
 
Community Intelligence was also key to Police activity along with appeals for information 
and promotion of the independent charity Crimestoppers on an ongoing basis. 
 
The issue of paramilitarism in Northern Ireland was very complex and, as such, policing 
alone would not solve it. However, working with the other strands of the Executive Action 
Plan, it was possible to deliver a lasting improvement in living standards for the most 
vulnerable communities. 
           NOTED. 
 
8. QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 
 
PCSP members along with those members of the public in attendance were invited to put 
questions to the District Commander. 
 
In response to Councillor Alistair Cathcart, the District Commander said there was no 
indication of plans to move away from average speed detection on the A2 carriageway. 
 
In a second query from the Councillor, the District Commander confirmed that the skill 
range of burglars varies considerably and there are a number of skilled burglars in 
operation which can be difficult to make an arrest. Early reports from members of the 
public were usually the most successful way for Police to be able to make an arrest. 
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In response to Mr Albert Spratt, the District Commander acknowledged the work of 
voluntary organisations such as Street Pastors, Safe Zone and YMCA around the night 
time economy and that often it was easier for these teams to engage with young people as 
opposed to a police officer, equipped with personal protection weapons. He praised these 
group along with other agencies for helping to decrease the level of antisocial behaviour 
(158 fewer reports) as reported in the End of Year statistics. He emphasised that the 
reduction was due to a wider effort. 
 
Alderman Ian Henry thanked the District Commander for responding to the issue of 
lawfulness and felt that all statutory bodies had a part to play in a promoting a culture of 
lawfulness and requested a meeting for representatives of these organisations to discuss 
their organisation’s stance on the issue and how it could be taken forward. 
 
Responding to Ms Alison Blayney, the District Commander felt that the increased reporting 
of sexual offences was positive and it was noted that the number of reports increased 
sharply in January and October alongside media reports of a high profile trial in Northern 
Ireland. There was no evidence to suggest the rise was directly connected to the high 
profile case but it was suggested that it could have given victims the confidence to come 
forward. Explaining the reduced number of outcomes, the District Commander said that 
many of the reports were not followed through by the alleged victim. It might be that the 
individual had decided to withdraw their statement. A wider review was underway on how 
victims could be better supported when taking their complaint through the criminal justice 
system and how cases could be perused as quickly as possible to minimise the distress 
caused to the victim. 
 
The Chair invited questions from those members of the public in attendance. 
 
It was highlighted that a survey held at an event in Bangor showed that 50% of young 
people had expressed having no confidence in local police. It was asked what local police 
were doing to address this. 
 
The District Commander said that there was a programme of engagement with local 
school children and youth groups including in those ‘hard to reach’ areas, using IT 
software that allowed participants to comment anonymously from their smart phones in a 
live survey. He added however that there was a balance between funding these types of 
programmes and serving members of the public. He added that the nature of policing was 
always confrontational and force was often required in protecting the public which created 
a confrontational perception of the Police for many young people. The challenge was to 
help young people understand that Police were there to help people. 
 
Concerns were raised over the Paramilitary Crime Task Force and whether it could be 
described as a ‘failure’ given the lack of criminal convictions. 
 
In response, the District Commander said that he believed the PCTF had been anything 
but a failure and that there were people on remand who will shortly be facing trial as a 
result of the investigations and actions taken by the PCTF. He felt that the organisation 
had considerable success during the last 12 months. 
 
Age Sector Platform had created a booklet in partnership with PCSP and PSNI called Feel 
Safe and the District Commander wished to highlight this. He warned of scams in 
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operation throughout the Borough and recent incidents where elderly people had handed 
over substantial amounts of money. 
 
It was commented that the negative perception of the police officers stemmed from a 
culture where young children were taught that Police Officers were there to punish badly 
behaved children. 
 
9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
None. 
 
10. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING 
 
The next meeting would take place on Monday 20th August 2018 at 4pm. 
 
11. TERMINATION OF MEETING 
 
The meeting terminated at 6.50pm. 
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ARDS and NORTH DOWN BOROUGH COUNCIL 
PEACE IV PARTNERSHIP 
Thursday 24th May 2018 

 
A meeting of the Ards and North Down Borough Council PEACE IV Partnership was 
held in Comber Community Centre, Comber at 4pm on the above date. 
 
 
Present: 
 
In the Chair:            Councillor Eddie Thompson 
 
 
Elected Members:  Alderman Bill Keery 

Alderman Robert Gibson 
Alderman Angus Carson 
Alderman Alan McDowell 
Councillor Richard Smart 
Councillor Gavin Walker 
Councillor Roberta Dunlop 
 
 

Statutory Agencies Chief Inspector Rosie Thompson – Police Service of NI. 
 Ralston Perera – South Eastern Health and Social Care 

Trust 
 Caroline Woods – Education Authority 
  
 
Social Partners  Pete Wray – Young People (Vice Chair) 
    Shelia Bailie – Voluntary 
    Janette McNulty – Trade Union 
         
 
Officers in Attendance Mrs Jan Nixey (Head of Community & Culture) 

Mrs Nicola Dorrian (External Funding Programme 
Manager) 
Mrs Gillian McCready (PEACE IV Officer) 
Mrs Linda Bradshaw (PEACE IV Finance Officer) 

    Ms Colette Kelly (Assistant PEACE IV Officer) 
    Mr Jonathan Bell (PEACE IV Administrator) 
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1. WELCOME FROM THE CHAIR  
 
The Chair, Councillor Thompson welcomed and thanked everyone for attending. He 
took a moment to formally welcome Councillor Roberta Dunlop to the Partnership.  
 
           NOTED.  
2. APOLOGIES  

 
Apologies for inability to attend were received from Alderman Wesley Irvine, Dorothy 
Beattie, Sandra Henderson, Owen Brady, Kelvin Doherty, Katy Radford and the 
Director of Community and Wellbeing. 
 
           NOTED.  
 
3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
The Chair, Councillor Thompson invited any declarations of interest on the agenda. 
He advised that declarations could also be raised throughout the meeting if members 
felt a conflict of interest arose. 
 
 
           NOTED.  
 
4. MINUTES OF PEACE IV PARTNERSHIP MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 

12TH APRIL 2018 AND MATTERS ARISING 
 

PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: Copy of the minutes of the PEACE IV Partnership 
Meeting held on Thursday 16th November 2017. 
 
RECOMMENDED that the Partnership agree the minutes of the meeting held on  
12th April 2018. 
 
Proposed by Alderman Keery and seconded by Alderman Carson that the minutes 
be adopted.           
           
 
 
 
           AGREED.  
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5. MINUTES OF FINANCE AND MONITORING SUB GROUP HELD ON 
THURSDAY 10TH MAY 2018 

 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: Copy of the minutes of the PEACE IV Finance and 
Monitoring Sub-group held on Thursday 10th May 2018. 
 
RECOMMENDED: The PEACE IV Partnership agree the minutes of the meeting 
held on 10th May 2018 
 
Proposed by Alderman Bill Keery and seconded by Alderman Angus Carson that the 
recommendation be agreed. 
 
           AGREED. 
 

6. REPORT ON PEACE IV DELIVERY AGENT PROGRESS  
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: Report on PEACE IV Delivery Agent Progress. 
 
RECOMMENDED: It was recommended that members agree to note the report. 

Proposed by Alderman Gibson and seconded by Alderman Carson that report be 
noted. 

 
           NOTED. 
 
 
7. VERBAL UPDATE FROM PEACE IV CHAMPIONS 
 
The Chair Councillor Thompson invited champions of each programme to give a 
verbal update on progress. 
 
CYP4 – Primary Schools (Out of School Hours) Active Diversity & Good 
Relations programme  
Programme Champion, Ralston Perera gave a brief update on this programme being 
delivered by Todds Leap He stated that the programme was progressing well and 
that the delivery agents were confident of the programme being completed by the 
end of the calendar year. He went on to report that initial issues, mainly around 
record keeping had been resolved following meetings between the Secretariat and 
Todd’s Leap. 
The PEACE IV Officer stated that the Secretariat would continue to review the 
standard on monitoring returns. She went on to state that the delivery agent intended 
to use the same coaches from CYP4 in the delivery of their second programme 
CYP5.  It was there priority to focus on the completion of CYP4 first. 
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BPR1 – Personal Development & Training programme 
Programme Champion, Dorothy Beattie in her absence from the meeting provided 
the Partnership with written report which was tabled for members.  
She attended an open evening at the Scout Centre on 10th May 2018 and enjoyed 
the experience. Participants who expressed an interest in the creative subject areas 
had met to discuss ideas as part of the opening evening. She reported that the 
young people she spoke to seemed very engaged and enthusiastic. They were keen 
to address issues surrounding cross community and different cultures. Emphasis on 
positive language was raised by participants, stating they felt phrases such as cross 
community had negative connotations. Participants expressed a multitude of ideas,  
which they would like to engage with and achieve within the programme.   Dorothy 
Beattie continued to state she was made to feel very welcome by the Delivery agent 
team and looked forward to attending further sessions in the future. 
 
CYP1 – Capacity Building & Youth Leadership 
Programme Champion, Councillor Thompson spoke briefly about this programme 
and confirmed that progress was going well and that he was very impressed with the 
promotional video created by the delivery agents. 
 
BPR4f – Community Based Arts 
Programme Champion, Alderman Gibson gave a brief update on this programme  
stating that the programme was progressing well, with 42 participants now recruited 
to the programme and with workshops and dialogue sessions on going and planned 
in the near future. 
 
Shelia Bailie raised a query regarding PEACE IV’s involvement within Community 
Planning and if it was contributing to the overall Community Plan. 
 
The External Funding Programme Manager stated that as part of her role she 
attended Community Planning meetings and would continue to ensure the 
Secretariat and PEACE IV was fed into this and vice versa.  
 
The Chair, Councillor Thompson reminded members of the PEACE IV E-Zine 
created by the Secretariat which gave members news and information regarding all 
the programmes. 

      
NOTED. 

 
8. UPDATE REPORT ON PEACE IV PROGRAMME 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: Report on PEACE IV Programme 
 
RECOMMENDED: The PEACE IV Partnership notes this report. 
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The PEACE IV Officer gave members an update on the overall PEACE IV 
Programme. She stated that the programme was split into 3 themes; Children and 
Young People, Shared Spaces and Services, and Building Positive Relations.  
 
Children and Young people – 3 of the 5 programmes are currently being delivered. 
Confirmation had been received from SEUPB that the rebid CYP application had 
been successful with £150,121.54 being awarded. She advised that the secretariat 
was awaiting the Letter of Offer before commencing the preparation of a terms of 
reference.  The remaining project which related to Youth Shelters would be rolled out 
in 2019. 
 
Shared Spaces and Services – The PEACE IV Officer stated that after discussions 
with SEUPB, it was confirmed that it was acceptable for Council to employ the 
services of design and build consultants, to oversee this work through a SCAPE 
framework. The remit of the consultant would include planning permission and the 
scheduling of the work. Consultants have been approached and the costings 
provided are being considered in line with the procurement policy. The PEACE IV 
Officer stated that further consultation would be carried out by the Consultant with 
the community being involved as part of the planning process.  
 
Building Positive Relations – The PEACE IV Officer gave a brief overview on the 
10 projects within this theme, 6 of which had Delivery Agents appointed and delivery 
commenced. Monitoring of the progress of delivery agents was ongoing. A further 3 
tenders were to be advertised 25th May 2018, but with the introduction of the new 
GDPR this had been delayed.  It was the intention for tenders to be advertised within 
the next fortnight. She stated that confirmation had been received regarding the 
rebid in this theme which had been successful and £16,002 had been awarded. The 
Secretariat was currently awaiting the Letter of Offer in connection with. 
 
Following the update of the 3 priorities by the PEACE IV Officer, the PEACE IV 
Finance Officer then gave a brief update regarding the finances of the programmes. 
She reported that claims for Period 9 amounting to £63,302.10 had been submitted 
and verified with no issues. She went on to report that the Period 10 claim target of 
£105,405 would most likely not be met, due to delivery agents submitting lower value 
invoices than to that which they had forecasted.  
 
A brief discussion ensued regarding the possibility of re-profiling. The PEACE IV 
Finance Officer stated that the Secretariat was in correspondence with SEUPB 
seeking the opportunity for a reprofiling exercise.  She also advised that due to the 
nature of the delivery method ie; tender delivery, it was in the interests of the delivery 
agents to submit invoices over the programme lifetime to the value of their contract 
value. She further advised that the Secretariat would continue to monitor the 
submission of invoices against forecast. 
 
Recommendation proposed by Alderman Carson and seconded by Vice Chair Pete 
Wray. 
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NOTED. 

9. REPORT ON REVIEW OF RISK REGISTER 
 
PREVIOUSLY CIRCULATED: Report on Risk Register and Mitigation Strategy 
 
The PEACE IV Officer gave members a brief verbal overview explaining that as part 
of the funding requirements, the PEACE IV Partnership was required to undertake a 
regular review of the Programme Risk Register and Mitigation Strategy. She advised 
that Officers had undertaken a review and collated possible risks associated with the 
delivery of the programme. 
 
Members felt that the report was difficult to read in the format presented. The 
PEACE IV Officer advised that the Secretariat would resubmit the report in larger 
font that was easier to read at next meeting. 
 
Proposed by Alderman Keery and seconded by Ralston Perera. 
 

AGREED. 
10.  ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

 
No other business was raised by the members present. 
            

NOTED. 
 
  

11.  DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
Next meeting is scheduled to take place Thursday 9th August 2018 in Ballywalter 
Village Hall at 4pm. 
 
The Chair thanked everyone for attending.  
 
The meeting terminated at 4:48pm. 
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Subject Good Relations Annual Report   

Attachments ANDBC Good Relations Annual Report 2017-2018 
 
 
Please find attached the Good Relations Annual Report for 2017 / 2018 outlining the 
work of the section in delivering the Good Relations Action Plan for 2017 / 2018. 
 
The Good Relations section is externally funded 75% from the Executive Office and 
25% by Council.  The total Good Relations budget for 2017/2018 was £227,800. 
 
A Good Relations Strategy (2015-2018) was agreed by Council in 2015.  The 
Strategy informs an annual action plan, which is submitted to the Executive Office for 
assessment.  The Action Plan is based on the four key themes of the Executives 
Strategy Together Building United Communities: 
 

• Children and Young People 
• Shared community 
• Safe Community  
• Cultural Expression 
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Good Relations work closely with the Councils PCSP, PEACE IV and Community 
Development sections to avoid duplication and ensure a cohesive delivery of 
programmes to the community. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Council notes this report. 
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Foreword 
 
Ards and North Down Borough Council’s Good Relations section sits within the 
Councils Community and Wellbeing Directorate. The District Councils Good 
Relations Programme is delivered by the Good Relations section in accordance with 
an annual Action Plan, which is approved by the Council and The Executive Office.  
The section receives financial assistance of 75% of the total cost of the Good 
Relations Programme from The Executive Office and Council contributes 25% of the 
total cost.  The Good Relations Action Plan details a programme of activities to 
promote and deliver improved good relations in the Council area in accordance with 
the aims and objectives outlined in the Together: Building a United Community 
Strategy (T:buc) and prioritised needs and issues identified in the 2015 Good 
Relations Audit. 
 
Ards and North Down Borough Council is committed to building on previous good 
relations work across the Borough by delivering a comprehensive programme of 
events, training and initiatives that work proactively to deliver a shared and better 
future for all. The section works closely with the community to bring this vision 
forward and continues to support local groups to build on their good practice, so that 
a variety of exciting and innovative projects can take place locally.   
 
Through commitment to good relations and community development work, groups 
and individuals from different political, racial and religious traditions have been 
enabled to engage with one another in ways which develop understanding, trust, 
equality and fairness; build confidence and inclusion and encourage meaningful 
dialogue and sustainable relationships based on the principles of equity, respect for 
diversity and Interdependence. 
 
ANDBC’s Good Relations Action Plan for 2017 – 2018 was delivered to meet the 
aims and strategic outcomes of the four key themes of: 
 

1. Together: Building a United Community,  
2. Children and Young People,  
3. Safe Community; and 
4. Shared community and Cultural Expression.    

 
The action plan activities and outcomes are included under these four key themes 
within the following report.   
 
All programmes were delivered using an outcome based approach. 
 
Below is a synopsis of each project which was undertaken, on a theme by theme 
basis.  
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Theme 1 - Children and Young People 
 
Aim: To continue to improve attitudes amongst our young people and to build a 
community where they can play a full and active role in building good relations. 
 
Strategic Outcomes:  
1.1 Improving attitudes of children from different backgrounds 
1.2 Young people engaging in bringing the community together 
 
ANDCYP02 - Life Stories 
 
Philip Orr, historian and playwright met with a local victim and survivors group, 
Decorum, to encourage members to tell their stories from the viewpoint of ex-
servicemen and their families in 2016-2017.  Discussions took place over many 
months with the group developing as Philip gained their trust.  Two powerful stories 
emerged and two scripts were developed from the sessions.    
 
Philip Orr Drama ‘In Search of Hope’ 

Based on a true story, the play tells how an RUC officer and his family try to come to 
terms with a devastating gun attack on his person and that took the life of his 
colleague more than 25 years ago.  The play was delivered in 4 locations across the 
borough and attendance averaged approximately 50 per night.  Discussion followed 
the performance giving the audience the chance to ask the actors and the family 
questions.  The play gave the audience from all backgrounds a greater 
understanding of the impact of conflict on one family.  The Belfast Telegraph quoted 
“This a story, difficult though it may be, which must be heard in schools and 
community halls far outside the safe zone of legion halls, right across our 
community”.  The play is scheduled to be shown again during Aspects in 2018.   
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Philip Orr Drama ‘Beneath The Harp and Crown’ 

Beneath the Harp and Crown,’ was the second script developed in collaboration with 
Decorum NI, a charity-based support group for veterans of the security forces and 
their families who served during the Troubles in Northern Ireland. 

The fictional one-man drama addressed the question, ‘Can a UDR veteran come to 
terms with his painful past?’ The story begins when an older man received a letter 
from someone who was close to the man responsible for the death of his son. What 
could have been seen as a controversial piece of writing instead left the audience 
asking what they would have done.  Attended by individuals from both main 
communities, four performances were held across the borough and attendance 
averaged 60 per night.  Post-show discussions followed each performance and was 
facilitated by people who served in the security forces and had a knowledge of the 
human impact of military service.  93% of those who completed evaluations agreed 
that the event had increased their knowledge of the impact of conflict on people's 
lives. 
 
Comments and feedback from both dramas included: 

• ‘To know the experiences of all is to understand them and only this can 
develop the conditions necessary for reconciliation and respect’ 

• ‘Very powerful drama - such a rarely heard story too. Great insight into the 
emotional fall-out from serving in the UDR -of the complex and very varied 
reasons why people joined. Also insight into how backgrounds are complex - 
breaking stereotype’ 

• ‘A powerful insight into an aspect of the conflict I have had limited exposure 
to. Sometimes uncomfortable it was all the more moving to experience. 
Thanks to all who made this important work happen’ 

 
ANDCYP03 - Intergenerational Banner Project 
 
An intergenerational project between young and old in the Glen Estate, Ards.  The 
programme aimed to develop positive relationships with someone from another 
generation.  The ‘Ladies of the Glen’ group met over a 7-week period and produced 
a craft ‘banner’ on shared and safe spaces and was unveiled by the Mayor.  The 
group have continued to work together.  One comment from the group included ‘I 
didn’t realise their fears are the same as ours’ 
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ANDCYP04 - Beyond Skin – Arts Dialogue 
 
17 young people aged between 16-18 took part in 6 workshops delivered to students 
at SERC.  The workshops use music, art and sound as tools to nurture dialogue and 
enable participants to meet and work with facilitators who are actively engaged in 
peacebuilding from around the world.  At the end of the programme there was a 21% 
increase in participants knowledge of issues regarding sectarianism, equality and 
diversity.  A 22% increase in those who thought dialogue can make change.  
 
ANDCYP05 - Shared History Trip to France and Belgium 
 
56 children and 6 teachers from St Marys Primary school Portaferry and Portavogie 
Primary school took part in and shared educational / shared history project to the 
battlefields in France and Belgium.  Linked closely to the joint initiative ‘The 
Battlefields project’ by the Department of Education and Department for 
Communities, the 11 year olds 30 from St Marys and 26 from Portavogie were 
introduced to each other initially through pre workshops held at each school.  At 
these workshops local historians gave the background of our shared history 
especially regarding the 36th Ulster division and the 16th and 10th Irish Divisions who 
fought together at the Battle of Somme during 1916.  The young people were also 
introduced to a workshop from a German perspective.  Information sessions were 
offered to the parents of the pupils who were travelling to give them an insight into 
what their children would experience.  As a result of the programme there was an 
100% increase in the number of participants who “had a greater understanding of 
shared history” and 93% in the number of young people who made friendships with 
someone from the other school.  100% were more confident to relay the information 
learned to parents and peers and they did this through open days on their return.  
Despite some setbacks with travel arrangements on return the principals from both 
schools continue to work together and delivered a presentation on the project to The 
Executive Office and other Councils in June 2018.  St Marys and Portavogie have 
now entered shared education through the Peace programme building on the work 
initially delivered by Good Relations.  One principal commented ‘I believe the aim of 
the Good Relations trip was to unite 2 communities at grass roots level.  I think it is 
safe to say this was definitely achieved with the 2 schools, 56 children and 6 staff 
leaving as neighbours and returning as friends.’  Parent comment ‘Thank you… such 
a great cross community experience for all.  Just the way life should be’. 
The Community Relations Council has upheld the project as best practice and are 
intending to promote the project across the region. 
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ANDCYP06 - Getting to Know Good Relations and Your Councillors. 
 
A programme designed to raise awareness of Good Relations in the borough and to 
give participants a better understanding of the role of Elected Members.  47 students 
from SERC, Priory and Bangor Academy attended a session in the Town Hall, 
Bangor.  Students were introduced to the background of Good Relations and the role 
within Council.  Students were split into groups and were given the opportunity to 
speak to local politicians and ask any questions that were important to them.  
Questions included: 

• How do you become a Councillor? 
• Young people are the forgotten sector in Bangor – How could the Council 

better invest in youth development? 
• What is the best way of tackling hate crime and discrimination? 
• What plans are there to help young people who have a drug or drink problem 

in the local area? 
At the end of the session, students showed 42% points increase in their knowledge 
of the role of Elected Members and 36% points increase in their knowledge of good 
relations within the Council area. 
 

Additional programmes 
 
Beyond Bias 
 
An educational programme exploring the meaning of hate crime and what actions 
that can be taken to address hate crime.  An OCN level 1 qualification in 
Understanding Hate Crime was delivered to two groups of 16 – 17 year-old students 
at SERC.  Seven students in each group completed the course with qualitative data 
confirming that it had a significant positive impact on their knowledge and skills in 
relation to the understanding of hate crime legislation, the effects of hate crime, the 
key agencies involved in combatting hate crime and their own ability to deal with 
hate crime.  In Group 1, before the course commenced the average rating for “Ability 
to deal with hate crime appropriately” was 4.86, whereas by the end of the course 
this had increased to 8.00 and in Group 2 the increase for this qualitative outcome 
was from an initial 4.83 to 8.67.     
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Community Cup 
 
A cross community football programme offered to all clubs in the borough.  The 
programme attracts approx. 200 young people to take part in a 6 week programme 
of competitive sport. 
 

 
 
  
Residential 
 
A cross community 2 day residential at Ganaway to enable young people across the 
borough to mix and address issues that are important to them in their local areas. 
25 young people aged between 11-14 from Millisle and Portaferry attended the 
residential and sessions delivered by Alternatives and Rosemary Craig, a High Court 
Judge gave the young people an insight into right and wrong and the possible 
consequences.  15 young people liked meeting people from a different background 
while 10 were not sure.  18 young people were happy to talk about things that were 
important to them as young people while 2 didn’t and 5 weren’t sure. 
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St Patricks Centre 
 
St Patricks Centre in Downpatrick offered free entry for schoolchildren to see the 
exhibition and learn about the history of St Patrick.  84 children from West Winds 
primary school and Londonderry park primary school took up on the offer.  Good 
relations supplied transport to enable the children to avail of the offer. 

 
Theme 2 - Our Shared Community 

 
Aim: To create a community where division does not restrict the life opportunities of 
individuals and where all areas are open and accessible to everyone 
 
Strategic Outcomes:  
2.1 Increased use of shared space and services          
2.2 Shared space accessible to all 
 
ANDSHC07 - Allsorts 
 
Allsorts is an in-house awareness raising programme which provides training 
sessions for Council staff on how Good Relations and Equality issues can impact 
your role within the working environment.   Two sessions were arranged for the 12th 
and 17th October however due to adverse weather conditions the session on the 17th 
was cancelled.  The sessions covered unconscious bias, domestic violence and the 
power of dialogue.  There were 24 completed evaluation forms from a possible 33 
attendees.  Results indicated 80% of the staff who participated identified how Good 
Relations and Equality topics could impact on their working environment. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ANDSHC08 - Good Relations Audit 
 
Blue Zebra were procured to host a minimum of 6 public consultations with 
individuals, community groups, focus groups, staff and elected members between 
December 2017 and February 2018.  A total of 371 responded, 171 during public 
consultation and 200 from online surveys.  The responses were collated and the 
Good Relations Strategy for 2019-2022 presented to Elected Members at Council in 
May 2019. The strategy will form the basis of the Good Relations Action Plan to 
address local issues. 
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ANDSHC09 - Contentious Issues 
 
An OCN Level 2 educational programme on ‘Understanding the Troubles’ was 
delivered to 11 participants from the PUL community over a period of 5 weeks. 
Assessments were carried out at the beginning and end of the programme to 
measure specific knowledge and skills relating to the Northern Ireland conflict on a 
scale of 1 – 10 (1 being very bad and 10 being very good). The qualitative data 
obtained from this assessment showed that the participants understanding of the 
Troubles improved from 6.3 to 8.3, their knowledge of the conflict increased from an 
average rating of 6 to 8.2 and their understanding of the peace process increased 
from 6.2 to 8.5.  In relation to skills acquisition, participants rated an average 
improvement of 2.3 in their capacity to engage in dialogue about the past and an 
average improvement of 2.1 both in their capacity to engage in discussions about the 
Troubles and their confidence to engage in discussions with members of ‘other’ 
communities.  These statistics illustrate the success of the programme in improving 
participants understanding of our recent conflict and enhancing their ability to 
appreciate differing perspectives, along with the social and economic impact of the 
Troubles both then and now.  It also greatly improved the participants’ capacity to 
talk about the past and to engage in meaningful discussions about the Troubles with 
fellow members of the PUL community and with members of the ‘other’ community. 
Participants also indicated that they would have a further interest in expanding their 
knowledge of the Troubles and would like an accredited programme which allowed 
them to spend more time exploring each decade of the Troubles. 
 
 Additional Programmes 
 
Interagency Meetings 
 
Good Relations staff continue to attend community meetings and inter-agency 
meetings, where required. 
 

Theme 3 - Our Safe Community 
 
Aim:  To create a community where everyone feels safe in moving around and where 
life choices are not inhibited by fears around safety 
 
Strategic Outcomes:  
3.1 Reduce the prevalence of hate crime and intimidation                       
3.2 A community where places and spaces are safe for all 
 
ANDSC10 - Shared Voices Programme 
 
Good Relations Officers developed the Shared Voices programme with volunteers 
from the Intercultural Forum and International Women’s group.  Building on the 
success of the previous year’s programme and the increased confidence and 
capacity of the volunteers who co-designed the programme, this year’s programme 
was delivered to 209 pupils in 5 schools across the borough and to an additional 12 
young people from a youth group in Millisle.    Participants included pupils from 
Priory College, Holywood who had 2 sessions with 2 different classes, Glastry 
College in Ballyhalbert, who used the programme with all of their year 9 pupils, St 
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Columba’s in Portaferry, who did a combined session with a further group of year 8 
pupils from Glastry College, and pupils from St Columbanus College in Bangor.   
 
The increase in numbers utilising this programme is indicative of its success in 
introducing young people to people from a different culture and background who they 
might not normally encounter in their daily lives.  The programme encourages the 
young people to ask questions that they may not normally get a chance to ask.  The 
volunteers who deliver the programme are open and receptive to all questions on 
their culture.  
 
Due to its continuing success and relevance, the programme has been expanded to 
include delivery to year 6 and 7 primary school pupils in an age- appropriate format, 
from September 2018. 
 

  
 
 

 
 
ANDSC11 - Holywood Culture night 
 
Good Relations arranged for 6 BME groups to participate in Holywood Culture Night 
2017 through providing multi-cultural craft stalls, language games and signposting to 
the YMCAs services for BME residents. 
 
GR staff conducted a survey on the night with randomly selected attendees.  From 
the results 68% would “actively recommend the event to family and friends, which 
was an 18% increase on the previous year.  There was also an increase in the 
percentage of attendees from the borough, which showed that the event was 
attracting more local people. 
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ANDSC12 - Vulnerable Persons Relocation Scheme 
 
Good Relations Officers have engaged with the Department for Communities (DFC) 
regarding the Vulnerable Persons Relocation Scheme (VPRS) coming to ANDBC.   
This engagement has raised discussions on what is required from Good Relations 
Officers to aid their integration.  To date there are 18 Syrian families living in the 
borough.  The families have integrated well into society exploring ESOL classes and 
employment opportunities.  An event was held in the Council chamber to welcome 
the initial families to ANDBC.  A total of 27 Syrians aged between 1-70 attended the 
event and were welcomed by the Mayor and the Chief Executive. 
 
A further meeting to explore employment, business opportunities and funding was 
delivered in October to 8 individuals.  A panel with the help of an interpreter was able 
to help the families understand their role in society, what was available for them and 
if they can be reunited with their families still in Syria. 
 
Intercultural Forum 
 
Good Relations produced in partnership with PCSP a No Hate Here campaign that 
was adopted by Council, the campaign is promoted through flyers, window stickers 
and coasters.  A No Hate Here group has been established as a sub group to the 
Intercultural Forum.  The group consisting of statutory agencies, community and 
voluntary groups and businesses have all agreed to promote the campaign in 
ANDBC.  15 Students from SERC were asked their thoughts on the No Hate Here 
campaign and their responses are below: 
 
Q1 What do you think about the No Hate Here campaign? 
A1 Useful  

Reassuring that ANDBC are sending the message out to the community 
 Good if you are a victim of hate crime 
 Worthwhile, the community needs to feel safe 
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Q2 Do you think it is important? 
A2 Yes, it is important to stop racism, I have been a victim of verbal racism  
           (Lithuanian) 
Q3  How does it make you feel? 
A3 I have seen hate crime being committed and it is not nice for the victim just 

because they were different 
 
ANDSC13 - Community Training 
 
Event Safety training delivered to 11 individuals in Comber.  The training enables 
individuals to hold safer community festivals, events and marshal parades.   
 
There was a 100% pass rate for 12 participants who received SIA training through 
the East End Residents Association.  The Level 2 award enabled participants not 
only support their local events but gain employment in security in venues, concerts 
and other events.  Ages ranged from 25-61 with a 75/ 25% background breakdown. 
 
SIA training falls within the Executives Fresh Start Agreement by supporting 
communities in transition through ambitious initiatives and building capacity.   
 
CCTV training delivered to a men’s group in Redburn.  The training delivered over 3 
full day sessions  
 
ANDSC14 - BME Drama 
 
A DVD and YouTube link produced to address and add value to the ‘No Hate Here’ 
campaign.   
 
Young people aged between 14-17 from Alternatives in Kilcooley and YMCA in 
Bangor worked together over a 6-week period to deliver a message on Hate Crime 
based on true stories of Syrian families fleeing to safety and the trials, often horrific, 
they faced along the way. 
 
The DVD was launched at the YMCA in Bangor on Thursday 22nd March and well 
attended by over 50 Elected members, PSNI, voluntary and statutory agencies and 
young people from the area.  The 9 minute YouTube link can be accessed via the 
following: 
 
https://vimeo.com/252121703/f6df2403e5 
 
The Link has also been used by local schools during Hate Crime awareness week 
 
Comments from the young people included: 
 
I didn’t realise what some people go through to get here 
Being part of this has been one of my greatest achievements 
I didn’t like doing things outside my community.  I can see the need for it though. 
 
There was a 24% increase in the knowledge of difficulties faced by newcomers to NI 
and 1 16% increase in the acceptance of other cultures. 

https://vimeo.com/252121703/f6df2403e5
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ANDSC15 - Cultural Calendar of Events 
 
A pilot programme designed to inform school and groups on the diversity in Northern 
Ireland. 
 
Movilla High School and Priory Integrated College agreed to be part of the pilot 
programme.  Over the school year sessions were delivered to approximately 90 
pupils from years 10-12.  Sessions included information from the Bahai, Judaism, 
Jehovah Witness, Shinto, Catholicism, Buddhism and Islamic faiths. The young 
people were engaging and asked the speakers lots of questions.  
 
The programme delivered positive results e.g. when asked:  What do you know 
about different cultures and faiths in NI? Priory showed a 32% increase and Movilla 
a 33% increase pre and post evaluations however the programme relied on the 
integrity of the individual to deliver his or her faith and culture in an impartial manner 
and unfortunately this did not always happen.  Religion is difficult to discuss 
especially within a Northern Ireland context.  The programme raised issues GR had 
not considered e.g. issues between other cultures. 
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ANDSC16 - Holocaust events 
 
To increase awareness of the Holocaust and subsequent genocides, Good Relations 
held 3 events in the borough. 
 
Library Exhibition 
 
Good Relations engaged with 5 local schools (St Columbanus College, Movilla High 
school, Priory College, SERC and Millisle Primary School) and 5 community groups 
(Millisle Youth forum, Redburn Youth and Men’s Shed intergenerational, Holywood 
over 55s and Decorum) to take part in a 2 week Holocaust exhibition at Bangor 
Library in January 2018. The theme ‘The Power of Words’ was reflected in the 
artwork, poems and stories produced through workshops to highlight the Holocaust 
and subsequent genocides with the groups and schools.  Visitors to the library found 
the exhibition to be very interesting and informative.   A ‘Tree of Hope’ collected 
comments and the ‘Scrabbleboard’ reflected the theme.  Millisle Primary school sang 
at the opening of the exhibition which was launched by the Deputy Mayor Councillor 
Gavin Walker. 
 

 
 
 
Holocaust Memorial Day 
 
The main Holocaust event was held in the Council Chamber, at the Town Hall, 
Bangor.  A Holocaust survivor Rachel Levi visited Ards and North Down to see the 
‘farm’ at Millisle where she had arrived as a child after the war.  Rachel had survived 
Auschwitz and was sent on the death march to Bergen, in Belsen just before the 
liberation of Auschwitz.  Oliver Sears, 2nd generation spoke about his mother.  3 
children from Millisle Primary school read poetry they had written.  The children from 
Millisle had the opportunity to meet Rachel and ask questions about her life.  Rachel 
also visited the Memorial Garden at the primary school and was welcomed by the 
residents of Millisle at a local afternoon event.  Her story touched the hearts of all 
attending the chamber and other events.  Andrew McBride ended the event with a 
soloist performance.  The Mayor of ANDBC hosted the annual event and 
approximately 80 people attended the main event including Councillors, TEO, BME 
and the Jewish community.  Comments included:  
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• ‘Heart breaking & a further insight from a visit to Auschwitz. A very well 
balanced programme of remembrance & purposeful influence. All 
contributions of an excellent standard and content’ 

• ‘A very, very well organised event with amazing speakers, poetry & singing’ 
• ‘So powerful to hear from Rachel especially. Beautiful poetry read by dear 

pupils of Millisle PS. Gave greater understanding of the part everyone must 
play in countering hate crime. Thank you’ 

 
Post evaluations showed that 98% of attendees had an increased knowledge of the 
Holocaust and 91% of attendees are more aware of the impact of hate crime  
 
 

  
 
 
Judgement at Nuremberg 
 
A drama production held in Millisle Presbyterian church highlighting the story of the 
Nuremberg trials.  The performance was attended by approximately 40 from all 
genders and backgrounds.  Comments included: 
 

• ‘About the finest play we have ever seen on the subject -what an impressive 
production. We appreciate the opportunity to support good relations’ 

• ‘Great presentation of an awful tragedy’ 
 
This annual event is raising awareness of the Holocaust and genocides.  Young 
people are learning about the Holocaust through schools and community groups and 
are able to engage and deliver artwork/ stories demonstrating how they feel about 
that period of history.  The local aspect of the Holocaust should be highlighted and 
emphasised more within the borough. 
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Theme 4 - Our Cultural Expression. 
 
Aim: To create a community which promotes mutual respect and 
understanding, is strengthened by its diversity, and where cultural expression 
is celebrated and embraced 
 
Strategic Outcomes:  
4.1 Increased sense of community belonging                              
4.2 Cultural diversity is celebrated 
 
ANDCE17 - Cultural Expression Agreement 
 
33 Cultural Festivals were supported to promote positive cultural celebration during 
July and October.  The cultural festivals may appear to offer limited outcomes but 
they are pivotal in the transition of key influencers and communities working together 
and local relationship building. The relationships being developed between Good 
Relations officers, key influencers and communities is one of trust, honesty and 
working together, and has been achieved through the development of the Cultural 
Expression Agreement for bonfires and associated festivals.  
 
2017 showed a 60% increase in the number of environmentally friendly willow 
beacons / gas burner/ fireworks provided by Council as an alternative to bonfires.  
Direct discussions and surveys between key influencers and communities building 
better relations resulted in 8 non- traditional willow burners or gas beacons 
supported in Comber x 3, Holywood, Clandeboye, Killinchy, Rathgill and Kircubbin at 
Halloween. 
 
There has been a 100% reduction in the negative impact of local cultural expression 
in Comber compared to 2016, as all previous bonfire sits have changed to beacons.   
 
ANDCE18 - Recipes for Reminiscence 
 
The project involved the delivery of a 4 week course addressing racism through the 
medium of food and discussion.  The programme identified the close links between 
Poland and Britain during WWII and especially the influence along the Peninsula of 
the Polish 303 squadron based in Ballyhalbert during that time.  The course was 
delivered to an over 55 group in Ballywalter.  Sessions included the ‘Band of 
Brothers’ programme delivered by a member of the Polish community.  The 
participants learnt about the influence and some were able to add to the richness of 
the programme with their own recounts and knowledge.  The sessions concluded 
with tasting sessions of Polish food, food from the past and up to date comparisons.  
There was an average of 16 people attending the weekly sessions.  The programme 
showed on average participants knowledge of the influence of the Polish community 
in ANDBC during WWII increased from 4.3 to 4.9 however when asked ‘How 
important do you believe it is to live in a diverse society’ average response reduced 
from 4.7 to 4.3.  This reduction reflects 6 participants who did not complete the post 
evaluation sheets. 
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ANDCE20 - Community Grants 
 
The Good Relations Grants scheme was publicly advertised on 24th August 2017 
closing on 14 September 2017.  3 workshops were delivered across the borough to 
encourage applications.  A total of 11 applications were received.  Applications were 
scored against the following 5 key criteria:   

• Demonstration of need,  
• Activity, outputs, achievable outcomes and the impact of the project on the 

participants. 
• Benefits and opportunities for participants 
• Value for Money and Sustainability 
• Inclusion 

There was a 50% increase on the number of successful grants compared to 2016/17 
with a total of 9 applications deemed successful with a total of £7887.50 awarded.   
Applications included intergenerational programmes, drama and music, residential 
for children and young people, and celebrations of diversity and culture. 
 
 
Additional Programme 
 
Bonfire programme 
 
4 sessions delivered to Millisle Youth Forum on bonfires.  The programme, delivered 
by Tides Training and gave the young people background to the bonfire tradition and 
allowed them to discuss freely positive and negative aspects.  There was a 92% 
change in the young people’s knowledge of the background to bonfires after the 
delivery of the programme. 
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Conclusion 
 
The Good Relations Section will continue its work in 2018 / 2019.  A new audit was 
undertaken in 2018 and will be used to determine the programmes included in the 
2019 /2020 action plan. 
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ITEM 14  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Community and Culture 

Date of Report 29 August 2018 

File Reference ART 02 

Legislation N/A 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
      

Subject Approval for the Arts Officer & Arts and Heritage 
Mananger Attendance at Tyrone Guthrie Centre 

Attachments None 
 
The Arts and Heritage Manager and Arts Officer (Chair) are both members of the 
Arts Manager’s Group NI and are organising a residential for the AGM for the group 
at the Tyrone Guthrie Centre in Annaghmakerrig, Co. Monaghan at the invite of the 
Director. 
 
The Director of the Tyrone Guthrie Centre has offered to host the AGM to encourage 
networking and cross border collaboration with members of the Association of Local 
Authority Arts Officer’s in the Republic of Ireland. 
 
The budget required for this visit would be one nights’ accommodation at the Tyrone 
Guthrie Centre for two officers at a total cost of €100 plus mileage. Subsistence is 
provided by the Tyrone Guthrie Centre. Subject to approval Officer’s will attend from 
3-4 December 2018. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Council approves the Arts and Heritage Manager and Arts 
Officer to attend the residential Arts Manager’s AGM at the Tyrone Guthrie Centre 
with all associated costs covered by the Arts Development budget. 
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ITEM 15  
 

Ards and North Down Borough Council 

Report Classification Unclassified 

Council/Committee Community and Wellbeing 

Date of Meeting 12 September 2018 

Responsible Director Director of Community and Wellbeing 

Responsible Head of 
Service 

Head of Community and Culture  

Date of Report 31 August 2018 

File Reference CW 71 

Legislation N/A 

Section 75 Compliant  Yes     ☒         No     ☐        Other  ☐ 

If other, please add comment below:  
      

Subject Rural Partners Basic Services Programme. Request for 
5% match funding. Kilcooley Womens Centre. 

Attachments Expressions of Interest form 
 

 
Ards and North Down Rural Partnership, Rural Development Basic Services Scheme 
recently opened for full applications from applicants who had submitted an 
Expression of Interest form earlier this year. This funding will potentially support 
technical and capital investments which will provide access to basic services or 
improvements in social infrastructure which are an integral part of the Council 
Community Plan and its emerging priorities. 
 
The Partnership will offer successful applicants a grant of up to 75% (max £5,000 
towards technical applications and max of £200,000 towards capital applications) 
towards their project. Council have agreed to support 5% of the remainder, with groups 
expected to contribute the final 20% by other means, with at least 5% coming directly 
from the applicant group.  
 
The value of the Basic Services scheme is £897,750, which means that once the all 
the funding has been allocated, community projects to the value of £1,196,666.60 of 
eligible project costs will have been implemented in the Borough.  
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Council has agreed to contribute a maximum of £59,833.33 across all successful 
projects. Interested groups who submitted an Expression of Interest form will be 
advised by the Partnership if their project is eligible in principle or not to progress to 
the formal application stage. Those applicants whose projects have been deemed 
eligible in principle have been advised of the need to contact relevant Council Officers 
in order to seek confirmation of the Councils 5% financial contribution. 
 
Council must decide on whether it supports the applicant’s proposed project and 
provide a letter of support for its 5% contribution, on a project by project basis.  The 
final decision on whether or not to award the Basic Services grant rests with the Ards 
and North Down Rural Partnership, and the 5% letter of match funding support from 
the Council is one of the essential criteria for any award. 
 
This report relates to an expression of interest from Kilcooley Women’s Centre (KWC) 
which has provided services to women, children and families since 1995.  Services 
include extensive training, childcare, employability skills, work placements, 
volunteering schemes, peace building and good relations and social enconomy 
initiatives.  
 
Whilst based in Kilcooley estate Bangor, the centre attracts participants from across 
the Borough and transcends the urban, rural and community divides.  KWC has 
advised that they are unable to meet the identified need in rural parts of the peninsula, 
where there is heightened disadvantage for women, poor infrastructure to support the 
advancement of women, children and their families and reduced engagement in 
regional activity for women to enable full participation in post conflict Northern Ireland 
and the provision of a voice for rural women.  
 
KWC has applied to the RDP to undertake a feasibility study to extend the urban 
Women’s Centre services across the Borough and in particular the peninsula, 
including the evidence of need to assist KWC in the development of facilities to provide 
access to services.  
 
The applicant has discussed the proposal with the Head of Community and Culture. It 
is anticipated that the level of investment required from Council would be 5% of the 
total project cost £6,250; £312.50 towards the proposed feasibility study, appendix 1.  
Note: these are indicative figures as the final procurement exercise has not yet been 
undertaken. 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that Council approves a contribution of 5% of the proposed 
feasibility study (to allow for change following procurement) on the condition that the 
project is deemed eligible and is successfully awarded grant aid by Ards and North 
Down Rural Partnership.   
 
 
 
















